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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
GRANT OPPORTUNITIES AND ELIGIBILITY REPORT
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research report is to: (l) detennine the vanous grant
opportunities available to the South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) in
2004, (2) whether SCDOT was eligible for those grant opportunities and, if so, (3)
whether it would be cost beneficial to create an Office of Grants in order to seek, apply,
monitor and administer any missed grant opportunities.
II. BACKGOUND
On July 14, 2004, the 2004 Class of the Strategic Training for Transportation
Agency Representatives (STTAR) compiled various grant announcements that they
considered to be available to SCDOT for supplementing its existing revenues. The 2004
STTAR Class identified 63 possible grant programs available to SCDOT. The research
was conducted via the Internet and did not include infonnation about SCDOT's past and
current participation in those grants or other similar grant programs. 1 See Attachment 1.
The grant opportunities identified by the 2004 STTAR Class was limited mainly
to federally sponsored grants. This report identifies not only the federally sponsored
grants, but also other possible grant funding opportunities. It examines whether SCDOT
was eligible for the identified 63 grant opportunities, plus an additional 11 grant
opportunities subsequently discovered, for a total of 74 grants. Based on the eligibility
status of the 74 grant opportunities, a detennination will be made as to whether there is a
cost benefit for the creation of an Office of Grants at SCDOT to seek, apply, monitor and
administer future grant opportunities.
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III. GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
A. OVERVIEW OF GRANT PROGRAM
In order evaluate the SCDOT's current grants program, a comparison with other
Departments of Transportation nationwide was necessary to understand its effectiveness.
The latest statewide grant program comparison information was compiled by the U.S.
Department of Transportation (USDOT) in fiscal year 2001 and related only to federally
assisted grants programs.2 See Table 1.
TABLEt
USDOT Awards by Grant Program
Fiscal Year 2001
Total Value
$37,653,525 ($ in thousands)
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
Federal-Aid Highway Program
Planning and Research
Motor Carrier Assistance Program
Total
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION
Planning and Research
Capital and Operating Assistance
Total
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
Airport Improvement Program
Aviation Research Program
Total
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION
State and Community Highway Safety
Traffic Safety Programs
Total
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Essential Air Service
DBE Program Assistance
Total
12004 STTAR Grants Project, July 14,2004.
2 http://www.grants.gov/transportation
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26,086,561
519,860
147,646
26,754,067
93,576
7,084,855
7,178,431
3,137,128
49,964
3,187,092
50
244,547
77,449
321,996
50,594
1,700
52,294
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UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
ADMINISTRATION
University Transportation Centers
Pipeline/Hazardous Materials Programs
Total
FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
CHART 1
DOT Awards by Operating Administration
Fiscal Year 2001
Total Value
$37,653,525($ In thousands)
http://www.grants.gov/Transportation
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71.05%
Federal Highway Administration
$26,754,067
19.06%
Federal Transit Administration
$7,178,431
8.46%
Federal Aviation Administration
$3,187,092
.00'110
Maritime Administration
$50
.19%
Research and Special
Programs Administration
$72,822
.06%
Federal Railroad
Administration
$24,166
62,605
43,479
29,343
72,822
24,166
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The federal assistance grant program is often guided by departmental formulas
contained in authorizing legislation, program regulations, or departmental regulations.
This guidance includes general project management requirements and the limitations, if
any, on spending authority. These grants are normally used to assist State and local
governments in the planning, design, and construction of transportation improvements
(e.g., highway, transit, and airport improvements). A limited amount of funding is
available for research and development projects.3
In the comparison, the USDOT awarded $37 billion in grant funding to the states.
The $37 billion was distributed to award programs in 9 different federal agencies. These
federal agencies were: (1) Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), (2) Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), (3) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), (4) Maritime
Administration, (5) National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), (6)
Office of the Secretary, (7) U.S. Coast Guard, (8) Research and Special Programs
Administration (RSPA), and (9) Federal Railroad Administration (FRA).
Of the $37 billion awarded, 71.05%, or $26.7 billion was allocated to the FHWA.
Chart 1. The FHWA awarded South Carolina 1.65%, or $442.7 million in new awards,
which ranked South Carolina the 22nd highest in receiving funding from the FHWA out
of the 56 states and territories that submitted applications for grants in 2001. See,
Attachment 2A. The USDOT allocated 19.06%, or $7.1 billion to the FTA in FY 2001.
Of the $7.1 million, South Carolina received 0.26%, or $18.7 million of the new awards,
and was ranked 40th out of 56 states and territories that submitted applications for grants.
See, Attachment 2B. South Carolina received 1.02% of the new awards from the
NHTSA, and was ranked 29th highest in receiving funds out of the 56 states and
3 Federal Grants Website: Will it Click?, 10/10/2003 by Andrew D. Beadle. Reprinted from Youth Today
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territories that submitted applications for grants. See, Attachment 2C. South Carolina
received 0.85% of the new awards from the RSPA, and was ranked 36th out of 56 states
and territories that submitted applications for grants. See, Attachment 2D. These awards
were received by various agencies in South Carolina and were not specifically awarded to
SCDOT.
Based on the above, South Carolina is average to below average in its granting
program when compared to other states. Chart 2.
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B. REVIEW OF GRANT INFORMATION SOURCES
1. Formal Solicitation
Almost all federal agencies and those state agencies with responsibility for the
administration of federal grant funding, issue, on an annual basis (or more frequently,
depending on the program) a solicitation requesting grant applications for funding. Each
solicitation typically provides the guidelines of the program. The solicitation
I
announcement normally explains the criteria for selection and process for the submittal of
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the application. The solicitation will specify if letters of support are necessary. Most
applications require that the need for the project be identified. If the need is justified, the
application requires the applicant to describe the goal(s) of the program; list objectives
that are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timely; provide an implementation
plan; develop a media plan; and submit an evaluation plan to measure the success of the
effort.
2. Federal Register Announcements
Grant announcements are also received by electronic mail or regular mail in the
Federal Register. Published by the Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA), the Federal Register is the official daily publication for
rules, proposed rules, and notices of Federal agencies and organizations, as well as
executive orders and other presidential documents. The Federal Register identifies grant
funding that has been earmarked by congressional legislation. It is updated daily by 6
a.m. and is published Monday through Friday, except Federal holidays. GPO Access
contains Federal Register volumes from 59 (1994) to the present. Documents are
available in Summary, PDF, ASCII text, or HTML format. 4 Often, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) notifies SCDOT of funding opportunities listed in the Federal
Register. In addition, other transportation related organizations such as American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and
Transportation Research Board (TRB) may notify SCDOT of a grant solicitation listed in
the Federal Register.
4 http://www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/
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3. On-line Grant Information Databases
In 1999, Congress enacted the Federal Financial Assistance Management
Improvement Act to improve the effectiveness of grant programs, simplify the grant
process, improve delivery of services and make it easier to coordinate services. The Bush
administration decided to make other changes to how the government announces, awards
and manages grants. One priority was establishing the "e-grants" website as a central
source for grant-seekers. There are also a number of on-line Internet databases that allow
state agencies to electronically find and apply for competitive grant opportunities from all
federal grant-making agencies. See Attachment 3. For example, a few of the many
Internet sites that provide an access point for the over 900 grant programs offered by the
26 federal grant-making agencies are:
1. www.grantsalert.com
ii. www.fdncenter.org
111. www.grantsmart.org
IV. www.cfda.gov
v. www.grants.gov
VI. www.whitehouse.gov/omb
In addition to on-line grant databases, several software packages are available for
sale which enable grant managers to capture, manage, track, edit, audit, and share grant
information, under secured guidance, via the web. Some of these software packages are:
(1) Federal Money Retriever; (2) Grant.trak; (3) Grant.Gate, and (4) eGrants
Management. These packages will manage a myriad of detailed information throughout
the grant process.
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4. Grants from Foundation Resources
There are approximately 140 active grant-making foundations in South Carolina
as of2003. These grant-making foundations were among the top 20,000 in terms of
awards. There are four (4) types of foundations: 5
1. Independent Foundation: A fund or endowment designated by the IRS as a
private foundation under the law, the primary function of which is the making
of grants. The assets of most independent foundations are derived from the
gift of an individual or family. Some function under the direction of family
members and are known as "family foundations." Depending on their range
of giving, independent foundations may also be known as "general purpose"
or "special purpose" foundations.
2. Company-sponsored Foundation: A private foundation under the tax law
deriving its funds from a profit-making company or corporation but
independently constituted, the purpose of which is to make grants, usually on
a broad basis, although not without regard for the business interest of the
corporation. Company-sponsored foundations are legally distinct from
contribution programs administered within the corporation directly from
corporate funds.
3. Operating Foundations: A fund or endowment designated under the tax law
by the IRS as a private operating foundation, the primary purpose of which is
to operate research, social welfare, or other programs determined by its
governing body or charter. Most operating foundations award few or no
grants to outside organizations.
4. Community Foundations: In its general charitable purposes, a community
foundation is much like a private foundation; its funds, however, are derived
from many donors rather than a single source, as is usually the case with
private foundations. Further, community foundations are usually classified
under the tax law as public charities and are therefore subject to different rules
and regulations than those which govern private foundations.
Government agencies can receive foundation money if they qualify. In 2001,
North Carolina Department of Transportation received $50,000 from The Joseph M.
;
5 The Foundation Directory 2004 Edition, The Foundation Center, David G. Jacobs, Editor, New York
2004.
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Bryan Foundation of Greater Greensboro, NC, for a beautification project.6 In 2001, the
Georgia Department of Transportation received $20,000 from International Paper
Company Foundation for an environmental program.7 In 2002, the Oregon Department
of Transportation received $11,662 from the Oregon Community Foundation to preserve
and maintain the Oregon Trail interpretive panels located in rest areas along Interstate
84.8
Private sector and foundation grants have been awarded to political subdivisions
and government agencies for a wide range of beautification, transportation and
construction related projects and programs. From 2000 to 2003, the funding of private
sector and foundation grants to government-affiliated projects has ranged from $10,000
to $5,130,000. See Attachment 4.
5. Other Grant Information Resources
SCDOT partners with many other state and national organizations. Through
mailing lists and electronic mail groups, grant information is received for special
programs and particular projects. These organizations are resources for cooperative
agreements funded by specialized grants. For example, "AAA Foundation for Traffic
Safety" periodically announces funding for specialized safety projects, and "Keep
America Beautiful of the Midlands" provides funding for environmental and
beautification projects in South Carolina.
6 The Foundation Directory 2004 Edition, The Foundation Center, David G. Jacobs, Editor, New York
2004.
7 The Foundation Directory 2004 Edition, The Foundation Center, David G. Jacobs, Editor, New York
2004. ,
8 The Foundation Directory 2004 Edition, The Foundation Center, David G. Jacobs, Editor, New York
2004.
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Other grant information resources include Research and Development Workshops
that identify potential topics for research proposals; local, state and national committees
and boards, which provide advance information on funding opportunities; and proactive
contact with funding sources for specific project funding.
C. TYPE OF GRANTS
There are 15 types of grant assistance available to organizations, including state
agencies, by the federal government.9 They include:
1. Formula Grants - allocations of money to states or their subdivisions in
accordance with distribution formulas prescribed by law or administrative
regulations, for activities of a continuing nature not confined to a specific
project.
2. Project Grants - the funding, for fixed or known periods, of specific projects.
Project grants can include fellowships, scholarships, research grants, planning
grants, technical assistance grants, survey grants, and construction grants.
3. Direct Payment for Specified Use - financial assistance from the federal
government provided directly to individuals, private firms, and other private
institutions to encourage or subsidize a particular activity by conditioning the
receipt of the assistance on a particular performance by the recipient. This
does not include solicited contracts for the procurement of goods and services
for the federal government.
4. Direct Payments with Unrestricted Use - financial assistance from the federal
government provided directly to beneficiaries who satisfy federal eligibility
requirements with no restrictions being imposed on the recipient as to how the
money is spent. Included are payment under retirement, pension, and
compensatory programs.
5. Direct Loans - financial assistance provided through the lending of federal
monies for a specific period of time, with a reasonable expectation of
repayment. Such loans mayor may not require the payment of interest.
6. Guaranteed/Insured Loans - programs in which the federal government makes
an arrangement to identify a lender against part or all of any defaults by those
responsible for repayment of loans.
9 The Foundation Directory 2004 Edition, The Foundation Center, David G. Jacobs, Editor, Ne~ York
2004.
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7. Insurance - financial assistance provided to assure reimbursement for losses
sustained under specified conditions. Coverage may be provided directly by
the Federal government or through private carriers or mayor may not involve
the payment ofpremiums.
8. Sale, Exchange, or Donation of Property and Goods - programs which
provide for the sale, exchange, or donation of federal real property, personal
property, commodities, and other goods including land, buildings, equipment,
food and drugs. This does not include the loan of, or use of, of access to
federal facilities or properties.
9. Use of Property, Facilities and Equipment - Programs which provide for the
loan of, use of, or access to federal facilities or property wherein the federally
owned facilities or properties do not remain in the possession of the recipient
of the assistance.
10. Provision of Specialized Services - Programs that provide federal personnel
directly to perform certain tasks for the benefit of communities or individuals.
These services may be performed in conjunction with nonfederal personnel,
but they involve more than consultation, advice, or counseling.
11. Advisory Services and Counseling - programs which provide federal
specialists to consult, advise, or counsel communities or individuals to include
conferences, workshops, or personal contacts. This may involve the use of
published information, but only in a secondary capacity.
12. Dissemination of Technical Information - programs that provide for the
publication and distribution of information or data of a specialized or
technical nature frequently through clearinghouses or libraries. This does not
include conventional public information services designed for general public
consumption.
13. Training - programs that provide instructional activities conducted directly by
a federal agency for individuals not employed by the Federal government.
14. Investigation of Complaints - federal administrative agency activities that are
initiated in response to requests, either formal or informal, to examine or
investigate claims of violations of federal statutes, policies, or procedures.
The origination of such claims must come from outside the Federal
government.
15. Federal Employment - programs that reflect the government-wide
responsibilities of the Office of Personnel Management in the recruitment and
hiring of federal civilian agency personnel.
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D. GRANT OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFIED FOR SCDOT
The 74 grant opportunities identified in this report do not address potential private
sector funding opportunities, but are limited to federal assistance programs. While
private sector grant funding generally is not directed toward government agencies, there
are opportunities for cooperative agreements with organizations to obtain funding. These
agreements would entail coordination with the private sector foundations and eligible
third party participants to qualify for such funding. Such funding may include
beautification projects, bike and pedestrian walkways, and gateways.
The grant opportunities identified in this report were grouped into eight different
transportation categories: (1) Safety, (2) Planning, (3) Traffic Engineering, (4)
Environmental, (5) Maintenance, (6) Training, (7) Bridge Design, and (8) Mass Transit.
While some of the grants may involve more than one of the above areas, a determination
was made as to the best subject category for the grant to be classified. A break down of
the grant opportunities by transportation related category is shown in Table 2 and Chart 3
The majority of grant opportunities were found in four categories: Safety, Planning,
Environmental and Mass Transit. The 74 identified grants are set forth in detail in the
"Review of Grant Opportunities Compiled by the 2004 STTAR Class" report. See
Attachment 5. The report explains the nature of each grant, the deadlines, sponsor,
potential grant amount, type of grant and whether matching fund or other funding
restrictions apply to each grant opportunity. The "matching fund" restriction requires
that either SCDOT must pay, or is encouraged to pay, a percentage of the project costs or
match a percentage of the grant funding as a part ofgrant eligibility.
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TABLE 2
SCDOT
NUMBER OF IDENTIFIED GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
SCDOT OFFICES NUMBER OF POSSffiLE
GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
1. SAFETY OFFICE 10
2. PLANNING 13
3. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING 6
4. ENVIRONMENTAL 14
5. MAINTENANCE 5
6. TRAINING 8
7. BRIDGE DESIGN 4
8. MASS TRANSIT 14
TOTAL 74
Safety Office
• Planning
DTraffic
D Environmental
• Maintenance
Training
• Bridge Design
D Mass Transit
CHART 3
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IV. METHODOLOGY TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY
In detennining the grant opportunity eligibility, a survey was necessary to
detennine which grants were actively being applied for and processed within SCDOT,
and comparing the survey results with the compiled list of the 2004 STTAR Class, plus
11 additional grants. The survey would not only ensure that most, if not all, of SCDOT's
grant activities were identified, but also understand what offices were preparing,
processing and administering grant applications.
A. SCDOT GRANT REVIEWS
1. Survey
A survey was submitted to SCDOT's Executive Office and approved for
dissemination to detennine which offices had applied, the nature of the grant applied for
and whether they were recipients of grant money. Responses to the survey were received
from the following SCDOT Offices:
1. DBE and Special Projects Office- indicated that it had not applied for any
grants or been involved in any cooperative agreements which provide for
grant money
2. Bridge Design Office- indicated that it applied for the one grant:
Innovative Bridge Research and Construction (IBRC) Funding.
3. Safety Office - indicated that they have applied for grants, but only one
grant is currently active.
4. Traffic Engineering Office- indicated that it applied for grants in the past.
No grants are currently active.
5. Office of Government Affairs - indicated that it did not apply for any
grants.
6. Research and Materials Lab - indicated that it had not applied for any
grants or been involved in any cooperative agreement which provides for
grant money.
See Attachment 6. The survey results revealed two grant opportunities that were not
identified under the general grant search. These two grant opportunities vyere: (1)
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Median Cable Guardrail and Raised Pavement Marking grant under Traffic Engineering,
and (2) Surveillance Cameras through the Homeland Security Grant Program under
Safety.
2. Interviews
Personal interviews were also conducted to compare the 2004 STTAR Class
grants with the past and current grant opportunities. The interviews were conducted with
the offices that responded to the survey and/or were possible recipients of one of the 74
identified grants. Through the personal interviews, determinations were made as to
whether SCDOT was (1) eligible for the grants, (2) ineligible for the grants, (3) had
previously applied for the grants, (4) currently was a recipient of the grants, or (5) could
"possibly" apply for the grants at a future date. "Possible grant status" is speculative in
nature and cannot be a true test of grant eligibility. Some of the "possible" grant
solicitations encompassed broad criteria, which, on the face, appear to meet the goals and
objectives of SCDOT. Because these grants were so generally described, SCDOT could
arguably meet their grant requirements. Only upon application and processing will
SCDOT ultimately know if it is a true candidate for these "possible" grants. Telephone
calls to the sponsoring agency/organizations were unable to assist in the determination of
whether SCDOT was truly eligible. Therefore, although identified as "possible grant"
for SCDOT, there is no guarantee that these grants are applicable.
B. ANALYSIS OF GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
After reviewing each grant opportunity, a determination was made as to whether
SCDOT was eligible for the grant, ineligible for the grant, or possibly eligible for the
15 of 25
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( grant at either a future date or when components for the grant are available. The results
of the review of grant opportunities are shown on Table 3 and Chart 4.
TABLE 3
SCDOT
GRANT ELIBILITY REVIEW RESULTS
OFFICE ELIGIBLE* INELIGIBLE** POSSmLE
OPPORTUNITIES***
l. SAFETY OFFICE 4 6 0
2. PLANNING 4 2 7
3. TRAFFIC 4 2 0
ENGINEERING
4. ENVIRONMENTAL 0 7 7
5. MAINTENANCE 2 2 1
6. TRAINING 0 4 4
7. BRIDGE DESIGN 3 1 0
8. MASS TRANSIT 8 5 1
25 29 20
* Eligibility was detennined through personal interviews with each SCOOT office, telephone confinnation with the grant sponsor,
and actual confinnation that SCOOT has been a recipient of the grant.
(
•• Ineligibility status was detennined through personal interviews with each SCOOT office and telephone confinnation with the
grant sponsor
••• Possible opportunities were detennined after consulting with each SCOOT office and/or evaluating the grant criteria. Possible
grant opportunities are those grants in which the SCOOT has not applied in the past; however may qualify if apply. Possible
opportunities are speculative prospects and identification in this report is not meant to imply guaranteed grant eligibility.
CHART 4
• Eligible
• Ineligible
o Possible
Opportunity
9,--------------------------,8 .------....,
7-+------r-..------
6
5
4
3
2
1
o
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1. Eligibility Status
Of the 74 identified grant opportunities, SCDOT was detennined to be eligible for
25. Eight of the 25 grants were found in the Mass Transit category. Two categories did
not have any eligible grants: (l) Environmental, and (2) Training. This means that they
have not received or did not know about any of the 74 identified grants in this report.
A summary of the eligibility status of the remaining 6 areas is as follows:
1. Safety
Ten grant opportunities were identified in the area of safety. Of these ten grants,
SCDOT has been actively participating in four: (l) Work Zone Safety Public
Infonnation and Education Campaign, (2) Level Personal Protection Equipment (100),
800 MHZ Portable Radios, (3) 402 Based Grants for application to 9 different safety
programs; (4) Surveillance Camera Program under the Homeland Security Grant. Most
of the safety grants are sponsored by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) which provides grants to the states for the administration of highway traffic
safety programs. In most cases, the Department of Public Safety (DPS) is designated by
the Governor to be the recipient of NHTSA funds. SCDOT must then apply to DPS for
funding of specific projects. See Attachment 7.
11. Planning
There were 13 possible grant opportunities identified in the planning area.
SCDOT was detennined to be eligible for 4 of these grants, and has, either currently or in
the past, participated in these grant programs. Two of these grants, the "Transportation
and Community and Systems Preservation Pilot Program Infonnation" grant and the
"Public Lands Highway Discretionary Program" grant, receive congr~ssionally
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earmarked funding. Although SCDOT received funding through these grants in the past,
current funding is not earmarked for any South Carolina projects. SCDOT previously
received funding under both the remaining two grants, "Highway Planning and
Construction" grant and "Appalachian Regional Development" grant; however, these
grants were for specific projects. While funding may be available, SCDOT does not have
any projects tailored to meet these grants at this time. See Attachment 7.
111. Traffic Engineering
Through the survey and personal interviews, the Traffic Engineering Office
identified and confirmed receipt of 4 of the 6 grant opportunities identified in this
category. These grants were safety related grants that were administered by the Traffic
Engineering Office through application to DPS for funding. See Attachment 7.
IV. Maintenance
SCDOT has received grant funding from 2 of the 5 grant opportunities relating to
maintenance. These grants were: (1) Scenic Byways grants, and (2) Discretionary
Maintenance Funding. SCDOT applies every year for these funds. See Attachment 7.
v. Bridge Design
Four grant opportunities were identified in the bridge design category. Three of
these grants had been previously received by the SCDOT: (l) IBRC grants, (2)
Discretional Bridge Funding grant, and (3) Bridge Alteration grant. The Bridge Design
Office applies for at least 2 IBRC grants each year. SCDOT is eligible for the
Discretionary Bridge Funding grant; however, funding has already been congressionally
earmarked with no allocation to South Carolina. SCDOT previously received funding
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under the Bridge Alteration grant for the Limehouse Bridge. This was a specific project
grant approved and administered by the U.S. Coast Guard. See Attachment 7.
VI. Mass Transit
Fourteen Mass Transit grant opportunities were identified in this report. The
Mass Transit Office was aware of these 14 grant opportunities and had applied for 8 of
them. These grants are generally earmarked funding announced in the Federal Register
each year. Although they are considered discretionary funding grants, congressional
earmarking of funds has essentially eliminated the discretionary element from the grants
program. Therefore, the funding for these grants is allocated each year specifically to
state agencies to fund continuing federal programs. SCDOT has staff and procedure in
place to process these grant fund applications each year. See Attachment 7.
2. Ineligibility Status
Of the 74 grant opportunities reviewed, SCDOT was ineligible for 29. See
Attachment 7. Reasons for ineligibility status ranged from grant criteria not meeting
SCDOT objectives and goals, lack on infrastructure within SCDOT to implement grant,
and lack of funding both for the grant and/or for SCDOT matching fund requirements.
The following is a summary of the ineligible grants:
1. Safety
SCDOT was not eligible for 6 grant opportunities in this category. Four of the 6
grants had previously been received by SCDOT in the past; however they were funded
under Section 157 and 411 funding authorizations and were administered by DPS. At
this time, these grant opportunities are no longer funded and, therefore, are not available
to SCDOT. The remaining 2 grants were considered inapplicable either becaus'e they did
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not meet SCDOT current objectives or SCDOT was not the designated agency to apply
for the funding.
11. Planning
Of the 13 grant opportunities reviewed in the area of planning, two were
determined to be inapplicable. Both grants did not meet the objectives or mission of the
SCDOT; therefore, SCDOT would not have met the essential grant criteria.
111. Traffic Engineering
Of the 6 grant opportunities identified in Traffic Engineering, 2 were determined
to be inapplicable because they did not pertain to SCDOT objectives or funding
requirements.
IV. Environmental
SCDOT was not eligible for 7 of the 14 environmentally related grants. Three
were not offered in South Carolina, 2 were only offered to the Coastal Zone
Management, and 2 were not related to SCDOT goals or objectives.
v. Maintenance
SCDOT was not eligible for 2 of the 5 grant opportunities identified in the
Maintenance category. SCDOT did not meet the grant solicitation criteria.
VI. Training
Of the 8 grant opportunities reviewed in the Training category, SCDOT was not
eligible for 4 grants. These grants were not related to SCDOT objectives and/or SCDOT
does not meet essential grant criteria to qualify for such funding.
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Vll. Bridge Design
Of the four grants identified under bridge design, SCDOT was not eligible for
one. This grant was the "Woods in Transportation Program" grant which focused on the
construction of wooden bridges and required a 50% match of funds to qualify.
According to the Bridge Design Office, construction of wooden bridges is not
economically feasible at this time.
viii. Mass Transit
Five of the fourteen grants identified under mass transit were determined to be
inapplicable to SCDOT. The grants were either not funded, there were no SCDOT
matching funds to qualify, or there was no infrastructure in place in South Carolina to
effectuate the grant.
3. Possible Opportunities
Of the 74 grants reviewed, there were 20 grants that were considered future,
possible opportunities. In each case, the grant solicitation criteria appear to meet the
goals and objectives of SCDOT, and SCDOT appears to have the necessary projects and
program infrastructure to make an application. Most, if not all, of these possible grant
opportunities were unknown to SCDOT. Some were one-time grant opportunities,
which have expired, while others are still available for funding in FY 2005. See
Attachment 7. Of the 8 transportation related categories, 5 of the categories included
grants that were considered possible opportunities. The 5 categories are as follows:
1. Planning
There were 7 possible grant opportunities identified in planning. These grant
,
opportunities are dependent on the SCDOT obtaining matching funds and/or finding a
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specifically tailored project to meet grant criteria. Selecting a specific project and
making an application for such funding will ultimate determine if these grants are
available to SCDOT.
11. Environmental
Seven of the 14 grants identified in the environmental category were considered
possible, future opportunities. According to interviews with the SCDOT's
Environmental and Hydrology Offices, these grants may be useful to fund current project
initiatives. Most, if not all, of these grants require matching funds which may be a factor
in the application process. In addition, some of the projects in environmental and
hydrology are already receiving federal funding, which ultimately may disqualify them
from receiving awards under these grants.
111. Maintenance
There was one grant identified as a possible opportunity under maintenance. This
grant was sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF). Although SCDOT was
aware of funding by NSF, SCDOT receives funding under the SPR-Part II Research
Program funded by the FHWA. Funding under the SPR-Part II Research Program allows
SCDOT to guide the research to ensure the project concerns are addressed and the project
needs are met in as timely a manner as possible. Although SCDOT currently does not
pursue NSF grants for the studies included in the SPR-Part II Program, it remains a
possible funding source.
IV. Training
Four of the 8 identified grants in the training area were determined to be possible
opportunities. Most, if not all, of these grants pertained to training in a particular area,
,
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I.e. environmental, hazardous materials, or laboratory. Personal interviews with the
Training Office revealed that, although these grants were unknown to them, they were
more applicable to other transportation categories like environmental and safety.
Nevertheless, since they pertained to specific training, it was determined best to place
them in this category.
v. Mass Transit
There was only one grant that was considered a possible opportunity under mass
transit. The "Transit Planning and Research" grant may be available upon the
development of the SCDOT infrastructure to manage the grant.
IV. RESULTS OF FINDINGS
A. MISSED GRANT OPPORTUNTIES
Of the 74 grants reviewed, 20 grants were opportunities that could be a source of
revenue for SCDOT. Most, if not all, of these grants were unknown to the SCDOT.
While SCDOT may have been aware of some of these grants, they were not pursued
because of lack of staff to apply and administer the grant and/or competition with other
funding objectives, if matching funds were required. Some of the personal interviews
revealed that, had SCDOT known about the grant opportunity, it might have been useful
on a project, if awarded. Interviews also revealed that the grant criteria appeared to meet
their specific needs; however, further information from the grant sponsor would be
required before applying for such funding.
This report focused primarily on federal assisted grants; therefore, there were no
reviews of private sector grants. At this time, SCDOT does not pursue private
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sector/foundation grants unless notified by one of its partners or through third party
initiated cooperative agreements.
B. COST BENEFIT FOR CREATION OF GRANTS OFFICE
Each of the 20 possible grant opportunities was reviewed to determine their
funding amount and restrictions. Of the 20 grant possibilities, the funding for 8 of them
could not be identified because they were either project specific or not established. The
remaining 14 grants contained information within their announcements which identified
minimum grant funding. The total minimum funding for the 14 possible grant
opportunities amounted to $325,000. This amount does not include the required
matching fund commitment necessary to qualify for the grants. The matching fund
commitment would have to be deducted from the $325,000 to properly evaluate the
potential revenue of these grant opportunities. Of the 20 possible grant opportunities, 13
grants required matching funds at the range of20% - 50% of the project cost. However,
there was $125,000 in minimum grant funding amounts that did not require match
funding. See Attachment 8.
Given the potential for additional revenue to the SCDOT from these possible
grant opportunities, there is a cost benefit for a grants coordinator, either in a Grants
Office or other office, to seek, apply, monitor and administer these grants for the
SCDOT. The grants coordinator would also be able to seek and administer private
sector/foundation grant opportunities. These grants generally require networking with
specific organizations that show an interest in the same goals and objectives of the
SCDOT. They also may require locating the necessary parties to form cooperative
agreement to meet the grant criteria.
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v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Of the 74 grant opportunities reviewed in this report, only 45 were actually good
candidates for application by the SCDOT. These consisted of the 25 eligible grants and
the 20 "possible" grant opportunities. The remaining 29 grants were considered to be
inapplicable and should not be considered in a SCDOT grant program. Of the 45 grant
opportunities, SCDOT was eligible for more than half, or 25 grants. These 25 grants
were either actively being pursued or are potential grant sources once funding is
appropriated. The remaining 20 grants were possible grant opportunities and could
potentially meet the goals and objectives of SCDOT. However, these remaining 20
grants possibilities may have restrictions, such as matching fund requirements, which
may influence SCDOT's decision to apply for them.
Given that their were 20 possible grant opportunities that may have been available
to SCDOT in FY 2004, along with other private sector/foundation grant opportunities, it
is recommended that a grants coordinator be appointed to actively pursue the missed
federal assistance grant opportunities and potential private sector grants. The grants
coordinator should be familiar with grant writing and application, and should be capable
of networking with private sector organizations to establish relationships to facilitate
cooperative agreements that benefit SCDOT's goals and objectives.
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The 2004 STTAR class has researched grants that are available to SCDOT to
supplement existing revenues. Pertinent information from our research is submitted with
this report and organized in two binders. The information in the binders is summarized in
the attached table, which shows a quick overview of the 63 grant programs we have
identified. Our research was conducted via the internet and does not include information
about SCDOT's past and current parti~ipation in these or other similar grant programs.
Our research reveals a total of 63 grant programs currently available to the
agency. We know that SCDOT.:is currently p.articipating in at least 3 of these programs..
While the agency seems to respond well to grants offered by USDOT and those in the
Safety area, there seem to be additional opportunities in the areas of environmental and
wetlands protection, and employee training and qevelopment.
During the course of our research we have identified three issues that the agency
may want to consider in formulating a plan for pursuing increased grant revenues. We
propose a recommendation for creating an Office of Grants, which should offer the
agency an opportunity to address these issues.
Issues Identified
• The grant programs available are constantly changing as application deadlines
pass and new programs are announced. Research done several months ago when
the class began this project was largely obsolete by the time this report was
prepared. Some grant programs are repetitive so that research done one year may
be of some value in the future, but many are one-time programs. Constant
research of new grant offerings would be needed to keep abreast of all that is
available.
• No one at SCDOT currently has the responsibility for researching and tracking
grant offerings and applying for grants in new subject areas. Several areas are
applying for and receiving grants, but no one is coordinating this activity on an
agency-wide basis. Consequently, it is very likely that the agency is missing out
on grant revenue opportunities.
• SCDOT has great resources among the staffwho are knowledgeable about grants,
but their efforts are concentrated on their areas of responsibility (i.e. safety or
mass transit) rather than being applied with an agency-wide perspective.
RECOMMENDATION
We suggest forming an Office of Grants that would be in charge of finding, researching,
applying for, and tracking grants. This office would evolve through a series of two steps.
A performance measure of this office would be the benefit/cost ratio. This ratio is
calculated by dividing the total amount of funding received from grants within a year by
the cost incurred to research, apply and track the grants. At no time should this ratio reach
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or be below 1. Another perfonnance measure would be a requirement that the purpose
and need for the grant funds be directly related to activities within the agency's strategic
plan.
Step 1:
Fonn a Research Committee to fInd and research existing and future grants. Initially, this
could be a special project for future STTARS and STEP21 classes. The results of this
research would be reported to a Grant Steering Committee.
. .
The Grant Steering Committee would be responsible for reviewing the infonnation
provided by the research committee and supervi~ing the application for eligible grants. It
is recommended that the Steering Committee be comprised of high-level offIcials within
various sections within the Department. An example of the represented areas could be:
1) Saf ty·'
2) Preconstruction
3) Maintenance
4) Mass Transit
5) Training
6) IT
7) Traffic Engineering
8) Accounting
9) Assets ManagementIHomeland Security
10) Research and Materials
Step t:
After a period of managing the grants on a department-wide basis by the Grant Steering
Committee, SCDOT should have developed a core of highly qualifIed employees that are
knowledgeable and capable in all aspects of grant funding. We should also have more
infonnation about how much grant revenue might be increased by having a professional
grants offIce with an agency-wide perspective. This knowledge could be used to set up a
Grant offIce if it is detennined that the increased grant revenue would exceed the cost of
staffIng the offIce. The Grant offIce would be responsible for all activities related to grant
applications for the agency.
An additional benefit of having a professional grants staff with an agency-wide
perspective would be the contacts and relationships that could be developed with the
granting agencies which could facilitate the application process and enhance the awards
received by the agency. The agency would also be in a position to advise local
governments of grants that might be avaifable to them to help with transportation issues.
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STTARCL
Special Cia, ,4ct
Introduction
Current and Recent Grants
Received by SCDOT, Gen.
Information, Eligille CFDA,
Private Foundation Funds,
Mass Transit, and certified
Grants Specialist and
Reviewers Directory
q 3 ED-GRANTS.Q30204-Q02 84.299 US Department of State Govemments Prolessbnal Grant
l Education Development
4 EPA·R7WWPD-04-Q04 66.461 US Environmental S1ate Governments Wetlands Protection·Program Grant
Protection Agency Development Grants
10
ARC·GRANTS·103003-oo1 23.001, Appalachian Regional State Govemments Appalachian Regional Cooperative Agreement,
23.002, Commission Development Grant, Otherl [ 23.009,
23.011
6 EPA-GRANT5-021304-Q01 66.461 US Environmental State Govenvnents Wetlands Program Grant
Protection Agency Development Grant
Guideflnes
2 EPA-GRANT5-030204·002 66.461 US Environmental
Protection Agency
S1ate Govemments Wetlands Protection·Program Cooperative Agreement
Development Grants
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'I"' 94.002 Corp. for Nalilnal &c·v" Communly SeMce
17 NHTSA GRANTS • 20.600 Nat'lHwy. Traffic Safety State Governments Nalion8I Hwy.Salety program FarnuM Grant
.(- ,',J:..; Admin. Inltialive
18 NHTSA GRANTS 20.604 Nat" Hwy. Traffic Safety Stale Govemments NalKlIlal Hwy. Safety program Project Grant N1A
Admin. Inftiative
1 19 FTAGRANT 20.515 Federal Transit State Govemments Planning and Research Grant NA;) 1') Administration Improvement Programs
~h 20 FlAGRANT 20.509 Federal Transi State Govemments Improvement of Formula Grant 6121 NA NA YesAdministration Nonurbanized Areas
~J 21 FHWGRANT 20.205 Federal Highway State Govemments Planning and Research Grant 6121 NA NA Yes
,Ji Administration Improvement Programs
ZZ 22 FlAGRANT 20.503 Federal Transft Stale Governments Training pe1SOIl/I8l in the Project Grant NA NA NA NA NoAdministration Transit FIllId
'It] 23 FlAGRANT 20.511 Federal Transi State Govemments Training Programs Project Grant NA 9101 of each yr. NA NA NA NA No
c;I. Administration
30 1 24 FlAGRANT 20.514 Federal Transi State Govemments Training Programs Project Grant NA NA NA NA NA NA YesAdministration
3\ 1 25 BTSGRANT 20.920 Bureau of Trans. Statist' Stale Govemments Research & Project Grant NA NA NADeveDpmenl
26 EPA GRANT 66.708 Environmental Protection Stale Govemments Pollution Preventklll Project Grant NA NA NA NA
Agengy
'} ,,'J, 27 EPA GRANT 66.419 Environmental Proteaion Stale Govemments Ground and Surface Formula Grant NA NA NA
./ _I Agengy Waler Pollution
28 NOAA GRANT 11.419 NOAA Any Coastal Stale Coastal ZOne Management Formula Grant 180 days before N1A N1A Yes
Sl, start of grant
29 DOl Grant· CWG·05 Department of Interior Stale Govemments National Coastal Grant Yes
Wetlands Conservation
30 EPA·OAR.ccD-04-08 US Environmental Stale, County, Cfty Voluntary Diesel Retrofit Cooperative Agreement
Protection Agency Govemments Program· Air Qualky
Improvement
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47.041 National Science Engineering Grants •
Foundation New Technoklgy
USGS 15.808 US Geological State or Local Research &Data Acquisition Project Grant NlA No DeadHne WA
., \.1 Survey Govemments (hydro~, bilIogi: or
,.) topographk: data)
.>
::1(.\ USDOT NHTSA State DOT Occupant Protection Incentive Grant NlA 25%011997 Yes\ , Grants Section 402
<.,,~ i
apportionment
L) 0 2 USDOT NHTSA State DOT Safety Incentive Grants Grant NlA $500 Mover NlA NlA Yesyears
2 4 USDOT •Section 1109 TEA·21 FHWA State DOTs Discretionary Bridge Program Grant SoIiciMarch WA $100M NlA NlA Yes
L\ i 15 each year\
USDOT FHWA States, kx:al TCSP· Transportation Grant No new NlA 2003 funding was None None No
~vemments and Community &System solk:ilations $89.85M
MPOs Preservation Pilot untl new
Program h~hwybinis
passed
2 USDOT •Section 1216(a) TEA·21 FHWA State or Local Value Pricing Pilot Grant Awaling new 2003 Funding was $11 None None No
',.', Govemments Program· congestion h~aybtl M:;'1
reRef (toDs, HOY)
} i,l 2 7 USDOT •Sedion 5103 TEA·21 .. FHWA State DOTs Innovativelll1!lgeBeseatth& eoope-AfIl8III&nt R,D&T$1M None None No
1" COnstrudiOll COnstnM:tion$2OM... --,i
2 USDOT FHWA States National Scenk: Byways Grant $15 Mawarded Yes
Program in 2004. Usual~·
$25M
\ ! USDOT· STEA 01 2003 Section 5(a)(1)(8) FHWA State DOTs Pubic Lands H~ways Grant Usualyin JU~ NlA $34.8M None None NoL/\.p lliscIelionary Program March
J' 2 10 USDOT •Section 5208 TEA·21 FHWAIFTA State DOTs ITS Integration Grant Any line NlA None None Yes
./
FHWA State DOTs Interstate Maintenance Grant Usually in Mid Ju~ (lor FY NlA $41.4M None None Yes2 11 USDOT •STEA of 2003 Section 5(d)
~\l Discretionary Program March 2004, Feb. 27}
- {1
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sc National Heritage Federal, State and
Cooidor and the Heritage Local government
Tourism Dev. 0IfI:e
~) 2 13 US Department of Homeland S8curly 97.057 Intercity Bus Security PubIk: &Private, etc. Grant None No04MLS.Q57.oo1 Grant Program
2 14 BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPT 17.005 Bureau Of Labor State Governments Funds trend data on wages, Project Grant, Late Summer Mid·Septernber Not available $110,721 average $4000 $650,200 Yes (Fed.S\ OF LABOR Statislk:s compensation, OCCI4l8Iional Cooperative Agreement for each state (Idaho) (California) Share up toinjuries, i.ness and fatalities 50%01
state total
2 15 DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 17.262 Federal Agency Anyone Evaluates lor the Project Grant NA NA NlA No
"...
Employment and Training purpose 01 improving the
?'1 Admin. management and/
effectiveness of
employment &training
programs under the
Workforce Investment
16 HIGHWAY TRAINING AND EDUCATION 20.215 National Highway Institute State Governments To develop and Project Grants and NA Ongoing lor 2000 Not Ava Not Not No
1''-' administer educalional, Traililg Trailing. Feb. 1eIIowsh~ Avai1able Available
i· ,I. training and tech. 15, April 15, and from 1992·i
.•••,r Asst. programs for Ot1.15 2003.
state agency
empioyees
17 HIGH SPEED GROUND TRANSP. HIGH 20.312 Federal Raib'oad State Governments To stimulate the Project Grants NA None NlA $21.5mHlion $100,000. $7mUlkln NlAto
r"tl SPEED RAIL PROGRAM Adminislraoon implementatkln 01 High (Cooperative or technoiogy\)1 Speed Ran Passenger Rail Contracts) develop·
System ments
efforts
2 18 FEDERAL TRANSIT TECHNICAL 20.512 Federal Transn State Governments To improve mass transp. Project Grants, NA None Not available Not Availab Not Not Yes
~~) ASSISTANCE Administration Service to contrllute towa4rd Cooperative Available Availablemeeting urban transp. Needs. Agreeements,
DisseminaOOn of Tech.
Info., Training
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To encourage States to adopt Project Grants
(lp effective programs to improvethe timermess, accuracy,), c
•.,J# ~-, completeness, of State data.
e:( '~1 2 20 PLANNING AND PROGRAM 94.007 Corp. 101 National State Governments Innovation grants support Project Grants Varies Varies N1A $5000 general)'
-,)'/' DEVELOPMENT GRANTS and Communily innovative demonslration awarded
Servi:e servi:e programs.
2 21 INTERAGENCY HAZARDOUS MAT'LS. 20.703 Research &Special To assist states in Project Grants NA 7/1 N1A $180,281 average
V Programs Admin., deveklping, improving and awarded, $12.8DOT implementing millonIi
emergency response
plans under EPCRA
2 22 WOOD IN TRANSPORTATION 10.673 Department of Agrtufture Slate Governments To provide funds for Fmancial and Technical N1A None N1A $300,000.00 Varies for Varies for No
[~'<A construction of timber bOOges Assistance of Wood type of type of
ol",o. to assist in development of Based Tech. For project project
new technoklgies Transportation
2 23 OFFICE OF CHIEF OF ENGINEERS 12.109 Dept. of Defense State Governments To remove obstructions in Provision of Speciaflzed N1A N1A N1A N1A N1A N1A No
navigable portions of Services.
rivers, harbors, and
waterways
24 BRIDGE ALTERATION 97.014 Department of State owning bOOge Toaccompflsh Direct Payments for N1A None N1A Not $42.8milion $14.74 No
Homeland Sec. over navigable aleration of obstructive Specified Use. Available through mHIionG\ waters which carries bridge to render FY2002h~hwaytralli: navigation under
unobslruded
2 25 FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 20.505 Department of Slates 101 fonnula To assist in development of Fonnula Grant N1A N1A N1A $70 milion $5milion $20,000. Yes
Transportation dislrilution to MPO's. transportation improvement
r programs, bng range plans,,.l
and technical studies.
2 26 FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 20.219 Department of State agency Maintenance and Fonnula Grant, Project N1A None N1A Based on $2.4mi1lion $436,218. Yes
r.;~ Transportation designated by development of trails, Grant fonnula,Govemor construeOOn of new trails, etc. average 1012004
was $700,392
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NA
$188,000. NlA
Estimated not
available
NlA
NlA
None
None
NlA
NlA
Promote safety in an areas of Formula Grant, Matching NlA
rairoad operations related to Requirements
safety practices
Partnersh~, Support efforts of Histori:aly Project Grants
Colaboralion, Stale Black ColiegeslUniversilies to
increase ability of sma! and
OBEs obtain information on
DOT Procurement
opporlunlies and provide
training to compete on DOT
contracts and DOT funded
projects.
23.008 Appalachian Local Access State Governments Grants lor engineering, ROW, Project Grants
Roeds relocation, construction
20.907 Department of
Transportation
Appalachian Regional CommiSSKln
Olte of the Secretal'f29
282
!nr::;
',y.,£'
~~l-~ 2 30 Appalachian Regional Commission 23.003 Appalachian Regional State Govemments Grants lor engineering, ROW, Project Grants NlA None NlALocal Road Access relocation, construction
2 31 EPA·GRANTS·R7WWP04Hlll 66.461 US Environmental State Govemments Wetlands Program Grant 5/1
Protection Agency Development Grant
1 /} Guidefines
~ u
.J
2 NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY 20.601 Department of State Govemments Encourage States to adopt Projects Grants NlA None NA
3~ ADMINISTRATION Transportalion effective programs to reducecrashes resulting from
persons driving while under(f\ the inftuence of alcohol andother controlled substances
'SCDOT is currently receiving $10,885,200 under 2grants through this grant program (NHTS Grants CFDA No. 20.600)
"SCOOT is currently receiving $1,600,000 through! this grant program (USDOT - Section 5103 TEA-21)
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TABLEt
DOT Awards by Grant Program
Fiscal Year 2001
Total Value
$37,653,525
($ in thousands)
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
Federal-Aid Highway Program
Planning and Research
Motor Carrier Assistance Program
Total
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION
Planning and Research
Capital and Operating Assistance
Total
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
Airport Improvement Program
Aviation Research Program
Total
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION
State and Community Highway Safety
Traffic Safety Programs
Total
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Essential Air Service
DBE Program Assistance
Total
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
ADMINISTRATION
University Transportation Centers
Pipeline/Hazardous Materials Programs
Total
FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
26,086,561
519,860
147,646
26,754,067
93,576
7,084,855
7,178,431
3,137,128
49,964
3,187,092
50
244,547
77,449
321,996
50,594
1,700
52,294
62,605
43,479
29,343
72,822
24,166
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DOT Awards by Operating Administration
Fiscal Year 2001
( Total Value
$37,653,525($ in thousands) 71.05%
Federal Highway Administration
$26,754,067
19.06%
Federal Transit Administration
$7,178,431
8.46%
Federal Aviation Administration
$3,187,092
.00%
Maritime Administration
$50
.86%
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
$321,996
.14%
;::::-------Office of Secretary
$52,294
.17%
United States Coast Guard
$62,605
.19%
Research and Special
Programs Administration
$72,822
.06%
Federal Railroad
Administration
$24,166
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State
ALABAMA
ALASKA
AMERICAN SAMOA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
mST OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
GUAM
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETIS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTHERN MARIANA ISL
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
PUERTO RICO
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
TRUST TERR OF PAC
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGIN ISLANDS
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING
TABLE 3
Fiscal Year 2001 Grant Awards - DOT Total
New Awards Federal Awards Percent of Total
889 783,192,11 I 2.08%
387 549,982,066 1.46%
23 14,725,517 0.04%
326 600,033,332 1.59"10
323 443,331,979 1.18%
2,238 3,729,025,161 9.90%
442 452,773,634 1.20%
473 542,938,666 1.44%
157 127,210,638 0.34%
168 300,736,365 0.80%
817 1,542,764,468 4.10%
609 942,519,011 2.50%
15 22,734,794 0.06%
121 253,323,824 0.67%
386 284,103,321 0.75%
902 1,377,630,061 3.66%
965 802,824,290 2.13%
459 397,728,858 1.06%
373 349,910,841 0.93%
566 593,452,896 1.58%
563 530,826,268 1.41%
256 154,740,501 0.41%
440 1,329,583,251 3.53%
273 744,743,067 1.98%
1,131 1,092,976,287 2.90%
548 639,074,619 1.70%
270 493,942,325 1.31%
768 902,474,176 2.40%
673 331,865,448 0.88%
257 267,454,640 0.71%
167 299,742,337 0.80%
181 177,842,598 0.47%
347 1,164,638,784 3.09"10
196 350,897,115 0.93%
1,151 2,193,661,297 5.83%
764 942,030,229 2.50%
389 237,693,011 0.63%
13 11,341,638 0.03%
929 1,157,612,655 3.07%
491 417,647,717 1.11%
534 439,701,546 1.1 7%
859 1,770,702,878 4.70%
64 120,759,549 0.32%
207 215,579,438 0.57%
537 501,520,997 1.33%
273 228,997,721 0.61%
566 692,302,972 1.84%
1,391 2,445,358,452 6.49%
6 3,660,884 0.01%
267 384,260,855 1.02%
216 153,350,699 0.41%
35 22,849,827 0.06%
760 1,053,262,879 2.80%
677 759,224,986 2.02%
354 384,994,798 1.02%
844 733,445,031 1.95%
238 191,821,343 0.51%
28.274 37,653,524,651 100.00%
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TABLE 4
Fiscal Year 2001 Grant Awards by Administration
State New Awards Federal Dollars Percent of Total
FHWA
ALABAMA 804 668,312,769 2.50010
ALASKA 287 334,750,610 1.25%
AMERICAN SAMOA 12 5,567,311 0.02%
ARIZONA 256 453,114,316 1.69%
ARKANSAS 269 374,562,248 1.40010
CALIFORNIA 1,977 1,884,579,401 7.04%
COWRADO 361 283,927,488 1.06%
CONNECTICUT 435 372,570,332 1.39%
DELAWARE 130 105,611,100 0.39%
mST OF COLUMBIA 117 86,509,312 0.32%
FLORIDA 699 1,151,072,334 4.30%
GEORGIA 553 747,770,061 2.79%
GUAM 8 13,120,086 0.05%
HAWAII 93 189,381,809 0.71%
IDAHO 346 249,745,790 0.93%
ILLINOIS 811 849,634,135 3.18%
INDIANA 860 674,340,164 2.52%
IOWA 396 303,532,779 1.13%
KANSAS 326 301,922,840 1.13%
KENTUCKY 499 508,907,844 1.90010
LOUISIANA 486 441,040,788 1.65%
MAINE 221 133,631,951 0.50010
MARYLAND 387 1,160,730,000 4.34%
MASSACHUSETTS 176 479,374,736 1.79%
MICHIGAN 1,054 828,062,050 3.10010
MINNESOTA 447 374,611,242 1.40%
MISSISSIPPI 202 430,173,342 1.61%
MISSOURI 710 683,727,754 2.56%
MONTANA 624 272,964,550 1.02%
NEBRASKA 224 220,419,190 0.82%
NEVADA 113 184,088,038 0.69%
NEW HAMPSHIRE 140 137,920,385 0.52%
NEW JERSEY 310 688,480,270 2.57%
NEW MEXICO 155 291,929,456 1.09%
NEW YORK 959 930,224,537 3.48%
NORTH CAROLINA 717 760,451,051 2.84%
NORTH DAKOTA 346 206,483,054 0.77%
OHIO 795 891,926,917 3.33%
OKLAHOMA 429 368,037,336 1.38%
OREGON 483 299,776,300 1.12%
PENNSYLVANIA 746 1,283,372,655 4.80010
PUERTO RICO 46 38,821,003 0.15%
RHODE ISLAND 181 171,747,269 0.64%
SOUTH CAROLINA 482 442,769,800 1.65%
SOUTH DAKOTA 241 204,011,295 0.76%
TENNESSEE 515 545,261,788 2.04%
TEXAS 1,265 1,967,230,424 7.35%
TRUST TERR OF PAC 5 3,318,553 0.01%
UTAH 215 243,030,285 0.91%
VERMONT 188 124,681,339 0.47%
VIRGIN ISLANDS 26 10,786,584 0.04%
VIRGINIA 675 833,831,103 3.12%
WASHINGTON 599 469,950,177 1.76%
WEST VIRGINIA 299 341,081,565 1.27%
WISCONSIN 780 572,800,859 2.14%
WYOMING 200 158,386,273 0.59%
24,680 26,754,066,648 100.00"1.
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TABLE 5
Fiscal Year 2001 Grant Awards by Administration
State New Awards Federal Dollars Percent of Total
FTA
ALABAMA 19 35,634,943 0.50"10
ALASKA 14 67,671,345 0.94%
AMERICAN SAMOA I 168,181 0.00"10
ARIZONA 9 42,031,694 0.59%
ARKANSAS 8 22,996,366 0.32%
CALIFORNIA 100 1,517,949,074 21.15%
COLORADO 26 91,802,670 1.28%
CONNECTICUT 22 148,800,395 2.07%
DELAWARE 7 13,472,972 0.19%
DIST OF COLUMBIA 37 206,814,246 2.88%
FLORIDA 36 214,098,586 2.98%
GEORGIA 16 107,490,219 1.50"10
GUAM 0 444,319 0.01%
HAWAII 5 22,769,511 0.32%
IDAHO II 9,311,230 0.13%
ILLINOIS 32 372,613,652 5.19%
INDIANA 27 70,313,355 0.98%
IOWA 17 27,912,324 0.39%
KANSAS 13 22,992,169 0.32%
KENTUCKY 13 30,193,262 0.42%
LOUISIANA 16 39,189,610 0.55%
MAINE 13 11,444,008 0.16%
MARYLAND 13 125,810,552 1.75%
MASSACHUSETTS 46 213,410,497 2.97%
MICHIGAN 32 119,589,324 1.67%
MINNESOTA 41 174,824,493 2.44%
MISSISSIPPI 10 26,269,067 0.37%
MISSOURI 25 140,392,423 1.96%
MONTANA 7 9,953,578 0.14%
NEBRASKA 7 12,866,549 0.18%
NEVADA 10 28,391,423 0.40"10
NEW HAMPSHIRE 15 10,966,723 0.15%
NEW JERSEY 12 445,215,003 6.20%
NEW MEXICO II 35,348,031 0.49%
NEW YORK 47 1,077,444,618 15.01%
NORTH CAROLINA 18 94,700,231 1.32%
NORTH DAKOTA 8 6,566,825 0.09%
NORTHERN MARIAN I 160,215 0.00"10
OHIO 38 137,427,229 1.91%
OKLAHOMA 8 19,480,047 0.27%
OREGON 19 88,486,595 1.23%
PENNSYLVANIA 45 366,738,791 5.11%
PUERTO RICO 4 69,107,839 0.96%
RHODE ISLAND 8 29,365,258 0.41%
SOUTH CAROLINA 9 18,786,252 0.26%
SOUTH DAKOTA 5 6,893,361 0.10"10
TENNESSEE 23 55,582,468 0.77%
TEXAS 59 249,287,418 3.47%
UTAH II 101,181,355 1.41%
VERMONT 13 18,068,489 0.25%
VIRGIN ISLANDS 2 570,270 0.01%
VIRGINIA 24 104,481,307 1.46%
WASHINGTON 25 206,296,946 2.87%
WEST VIRGINIA 13 13,368,196 0.19%
WISCONSIN 36 92,849,544 1.29%
WYOMING 4 2,436,170 0.03%
1,091 $7,178,431,218 100.00%
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TABLE 6
Fiscal Year 2001 Grant Awards by Administration
State New Awards Federal Dollars Percent of Total
NHTSA
ALABAMA 5 6,024,225 1.87%
ALASKA 5 1,859,677 0.58%
AMERICAN SAMOA 3 641,705 0.20%
ARIZONA 5 4,849,030 1.51%
ARKANSAS 4 2,788,418 0.87%
CALIFORNIA 9 38,797,658 12.05%
COWRADO 6 4,319,250 1.34%
CONNECTICUT 4 3,893,236 1.21%
DELAWARE 6 1,161,806 0.36%
DlST OF COLUMBIA 9 5,432,837 1.69%
FLORIDA 7 12,611,055 3.92%
GEORGIA 7 10,172,807 3.16%
GUAM I 367,272 0.11%
HAWAII 5 1,876,038 0.58%
IDAHO 4 2,180,591 0.68%
ILLINOIS 7 11,298,691 3.51%
INDIANA 5 6,851,742 2.13%
IOWA 5 6,142,287 1.91%
KANSAS 3 3,195,786 0.99"10
KENTUCKY 7 4,995,488 1.55%
LOUISIANA 6 5,960,460 1.85%
MAINE 4 1,747,511 0.54%
MARYLAND 9 9,329,720 2.90%
MASSACHUSETTS 6 4,394,325 1.36%
MICHIGAN 10 15,326,546 4.76%
MINNESOTA 7 7,440,023 2.31%
MISSISSIPPI 3 3,177,891 0.99%
MISSOURI 7 5,308,546 1.65%
MONTANA 4 1,726,190 0.54%
NEBRASKA 4 2,649,331 0.82%
NEVADA 6 2,261,476 0.70%
NEW HAMPSHIRE 3 1,414,445 0.44%
NEW JERSEY 3 5,712,317 1.77%
NEW MEXICO 3 3,282,651 1.02%
NEW YORK 5 18,040,717 5.60%
NORTH CAROLINA 5 10,142,366 3.15%
NORTH DAKOTA 3 2,175,642 0.68%
NORTHERN MARIAN 3 641,705 0.20%
OHIO 3 9,442,025 2.93%
OKLAHOMA 5 2,801,992 0.87%
OREGON 5 4,068,958 1.26%
PENNSYLVANIA 7 12,503,106 3.88%
PUERTO RICO 4 2,415,737 0.75%
RHODE ISLAND 6 2,236,026 0.69"10
SOUTH CAROLINA 3 3,298,804 1.02%
SOUTH DAKOTA 4 1,323,277 0.41%
TENNESSEE 4 4,320,498 1.34%
TEXAS 6 17,685,281 5.49%
UTAH 7 2,445,410 0.76%
VERMONT 5 2,187,723 0.68%
VIRGIN ISLANDS 3 541,705 0.17%
VIRGINIA 10 8,190,486 2.54%
WASHINGTON 7 7,837,250 2.43%
WEST VIRGINIA 3 2,001,799 0.62%
WISCONSIN 5 7,745,936 2.41%
WYOMING I 759,000 0.24%
100.00%
286 $321,996,474
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TABLE 7
Fiscal Year 2001 Grant Awards by Administration
State New Awards Federal Dollars Percent of Total
RSPA
ALABAMA 3 1,321,201 1.81%
ALASKA 1 82,560 0.11%
AMERICAN SAMOA 1 66,207 0.09%
ARIZONA 4 868,842 1.19%
ARKANSAS 2 1,028,084 1.41%
CALIFORNIA 4 7,427,667 10.20%
COLORADO 3 868,937 1.19%
CONNECTICUT 2 453,126 0.62%
DELAWARE 2 118,024 0.16%
mST OF COLUMBIA 2 174,310 0.24%
FLORIDA 3 1,733,001 2.38%
GEORGIA 2 629,295 0.86%
GUAM 1 67,353 0.09"10
HAWAII 1 973,920 1.34%
IDAHO 2 843,059 1.16%
ILLINOIS 3 5,116,644 7.03%
INDIANA 2 966,514 1.33%
IOWA 2 1,278,370 1.76%
KANSAS 3 690,657 0.95%
KENTUCKY 3 426,153 0.59%
LOUISIANA 3 709,433 0.97%
MAINE 2 166,932 0.23%
MARYLAND 4 1,628,390 2.24%
MASSACHUSETTS 4 2,234,058 3.07%
MICHIGAN 3 782,418 1.07%
MINNESOTA 4 3,209,317 4.41%
MISSISSIPPI 3 2,128,392 2.92%
MISSOURI 2 1,013,348 1.39%
MONTANA 3 1,873,236 2.57%
NEBRASKA 2 274,221 0.38%
NEVADA 4 358,689 0.49%
NEW HAMPSHIRE 2 264,523 0.36%
NEW JERSEY 2 1,978,277 2.72%
NEW MEXICO 5 2,185,390 3.00%
NEW YORK 4 2,576,727 3.54%
NORTH CAROLINA 2 2,141,742 2.94%
NORTH DAKOTA 2 1,047,194 1.44%
NORTHERN MARIAN 1 65,973 0.09%
OHIO 3 3,077,400 4.23%
OKLAHOMA 3 640,779 0.88%
OREGON 2 356,846 0.49%
PENNSYLVANIA 2 1,229,360 1.69%
PUERTO RICO 2 181,968 0.25%
RHODE ISLAND 2 1,867,872 2.56%
SOUTH CAROLINA 1 621,816 0.85%
SOUTH DAKOTA 2 143,423 0.20%
TENNESSEE 2 1,421,201 1.95%
TEXAS 3 3,021,914 4.15%
UTAH 2 352,952 0.48%
VERMONT 2 137,236 0.19%
VIRGIN ISLANDS 1 66,984 0.09%
VIRGINIA 4 2,430,068 3.34%
WASHINGTON 4 2,050,009 2.82%
WEST VIRGINIA 3 3,941,154 5.41%
WISCONSIN 3 1,332,210 1.83%
WYOMING 2 176,899 0.24%
141 $72,822,275 100.00%
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GRANT AND FUNDING SOURCES ON THE WEB
Comprehensive Sites
Provides a quick reference guide to national charities, standards for charities, guidelines for
evaluating charities, tips on how to make a charitable contribution, and instructions on how
to order a full report for a specific charity.
SOlJIH CAROUNASTATE
LIBRARY
BBB Wise Giving Alliance www.give.org
Foundation Center Online www.fdncenter.org
Links to many foundations, corporate funders, and federal programs.
1500 Senate Street
P.O. Box 11469
Columbia, S.c. 29211
(803) 734-8026 (Voice)
(803) 734-4757 (Fax)
reference@leo.scsl.state.sc.us
GrantSmart www.grantsmart.org
Searchable database of over 60,000 private foundations that file IRS Form 990-PF.
Searchable database of 10,000 nonprofit web sites worldwide.
Provides monthly electronic articles on nonprofit management.
Publications, information, and data about nonprofit organizations and their management.
South Carolina Sites
www.masc.sc
www.sccounties.org
www.guidestar.org
www.idealist.org
www.nonprofits.org
www.nptimes.com
GuideStar
Idealist
Searchable by name, keyword, field of activity, location, or revenue this site provides
grantseekers information on the finances and programs of more than 660,000 charities and
nonprofit organizations. Free registration required for advanced features.
Internet Nonprofit Center
NonProfit Times
Municipal Association of South Carolina
South Carolina Association of Counties
Services
• Services to State Government
www.state.sc.us/scsl/den
• Reference Service
• Information
• Telephone Reference (734-8026)
\
ail reference@leo.scsl.state.sc.us
.search Facilities
• Grants Information
• Internet Access
Collections
• Books
• Journals
• Newspapers
• South Carolina Materials
• South Carolina State Documents
• Federal Publications
• Electronic databases
• Audio Visual Materials
Both organizations provide some information on local grants.
SC Dept. of Education - Grants Office www.myscschools.com/superintendentlgrants
For public school (K-12) teachers and administrators and SC Dept. of Education staff.
SC Dept of Commerce www.sccommerce.com/index.cfm
Click on the Grants links to see the Community Development Block Grant Program.
SC Arts Commission
I
www.state.sc.us/arts/grants
Grant programs for organizations, artists, and art education.
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Provides a searchable index to the CFDA, which contains all federally sponsored programs.
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
Charities & Non-profits
Federal Sites
www.cfda.gov
www.irs.gov/charities/page/O..id=15053.OO.html
(
Internal Revenue Service provides this list of organizations to which contributions are deductible.
Grants.gov www.grants.gov
A simple, unified "storefront" to find, apply for, and manage Federal grants. Covers over 900 grant programs offered by the
26 Federal grant-making agencies.
Grants Web www.srainternational.orglnewweb/grantsweb
Created by the Society of Research Administrators, this comprehensive site highlights government grantmaking areas with
links to federal agencies, funding programs, and application forms of specific agencies.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) www.whitehouse.gov/omb
Provides online access to OMS Circulars which govern all aspects of the federal grant process. Grantseekers may access
circulars, regulations under review, etc. at this site.
Note: As with all information on the Internet, sites change over time.
Publications
For additional grant and funding sources on the web, please consult the following title:
The Foundation Center's Guide to Grantseeking on the Web. New York, NY: The Foundation Center, 2003.
(Call #: 361.7 FaUN)
(
Comprehensive searches on grant and funding sources may be performed by visiting the South Carolina State Library The
South Carolina State Library also maintains a web page (www.statelibrary.sc.gov/grants.html) which has information about
the Grants Research Collection and links to the Foundation Center's home page and other resources. For further information
about this collection contact Information Services at (803) 734-8026.
Updated 9/2004
The South Carolina State Library is a cooperating collection of the Foundation Center, New York, NY.
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SOUTH CAROUNA
STATE
LIBRARY
1500 Senate Street
P.O. Box 11469
Columbia, S.c. 29211
(803) 734-8026 (Voice)
(803) 734-4757 (Fax)
reference@leo.scsl.state.sc.us
Services
• Services to State Government
www.state.sc.uslscsVden
• Reference Service
• Information
• Telephone Reference (734-8026)
l1ail reference@leo.scsl.state.sc.us
search Facilities
• ....irants Information
• Intemet Access
Collections
• Books
• Journals
• Newspapers
• South Carolina Materials
• South Carolina State Documents
• Federal Publications
• Electronic databases
• Audio Visual Materials
GRANTSEEKING
AND
GRANT PROPOSAL WRITING
Grantseeking
Bauer, David G. The "How to" Grants Manual: Successful Grantseeking Techniques for
Obtaining Public and Private Grants 5th ed. Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003. Call #:
658.1 Baue
Brown, Larissa. Demystifying Grant Seeking: What You Really Need to Do to Get Grants.
San Francisco, Calif.: jossey-Bass, 2001. Call #: 658.15224 Brow
Ferguson, jacqueline. The Grantseeker's Answerbook: Fundraising Experts Respond to the
Most Commonly Asked Questions. Gaithersburg, MD: Aspen Publishers, 1999.
Call #: 658.15224 Ferg
The Foundation Center's Guide to Grantseeking on the Web. New York, NY: Foundation
Center, 2003. Call # 361.7 Foun
Foundation Fundamentals. New York, NY: Foundation Center, 1999. Call #: 361.763
Foun
Golden, Susan L. Secrets of Successful Grantsmanship: A Guerrilla Guide to Raising
Money. San Francisco, CA: jossey-Bass, 1997. Call #: 658.15 Gold
How to Get Grants and Free Stuff. Annapolis junction, MD: NEA Professional Library,
1998. Call #: 658.15224 Howt
Grant Proposal Writing
Barbarto, joseph. Writing for a Good Cause: the Complete Guide to Drafting Proposals
and Other Persuasive Pieces. New York, N. Y.: Simon & Schuster, 2000. Call #:
658.15224.
Barber, Daniel M. Finding Funding: the Comprehensive Guide to Grant Writing. Long
Beach, Calif.: Bond Street Publishers, 2002. Call #: 658.15224 Barb
Brewer, Ernest W. Finding Funding: Grantwriting From Start to Finish, Including Project
Management and Internet Use. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 1998. Call #:
379.1 Brew (2001 edition on order)
Carlson, Mim. Winning Grants Step by Step: the Complete Workbook for Planning,
Developing, Writing, Successful Proposals. San Francisco, Calif.: Jossey-Bass,
2002. Call #: 658.15 Carl
Ferguson,' Jacqueline. The Grantseeker's Guide to Project Evaluation. Alexandria, VA:
Capital Publications, 1997. Call #: 001.44 Gran (1999 edition on order)
Freeman, Algeania W. Recipe for Grant Writing: A Simplistic Guide for Schools,
Religious Organizations, and Community Agencies. I Kearney, NE: Morris
Publishers, 1997. Call #: 658.15224 Free
Geever, jane C. The Foundation Center's Guide to Proposal Writing. New York, NY:
Foundation Center, 2001. Call #: 658.15 Geev
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
Gitlin, Laura N. Successful Grant Writing: Strategies for
Health and Human Service Professionals. New York,
NY: Springer Publishing Company, 1996. Call #:
658.15224 Gitl
Grant Your Wish: Learn From the Professionals How to
Write a Successful Grant Proposal. Ft. Lauderdale, FL:
Successful Images, Inc., 1998. Call #: Media 361.7
Gran (Note: 30 minutes. Video teaches 12 key
elements of a proposal, one absolute don't in writing a
proposal, why some proposals get funded and others do
not, how to create a budget, and where to get a list of
funding sources.)
The Grantwriter's Start-Up Kit: A Beginner's Guide to
Grant Proposals. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass
Publishers, 2000. Call #: Media 361.7 Gran (Note:
30 minutes + 1 workbook. Designed for the fundraiser
looking for practical skills and guidance, this video and
workbook help start the process of writing a successful
grant proposal to a foundation or other donor.)
Hale, Phale D. Writing Grant Proposals That Win.
Gaithersburg, MD: Aspen Publishers, c1999. Call #:
658.15224 Hale
League, V.c. The Proposal Writer's Workshop: A Guide to
Help You Write Winning Proposals~ Sacramento, CA:
Curry-Co Publications, 1998. Call #: 361.7 Leag
Locke, Lawrence F. Proposals That Work: A Guide For
Planning Dissertations and Grant Proposals.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage,2000. Call #: 001.44 Lock
Miner, Lynn E. Proposal Planning and Writing. Phoenix,
AZ: Oryx Press, 1998. Call #: 658.15 Mine (2003
edition on order)
Orlich, Donald C. Designing Successful Grant Proposals.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, 1996. Call #: 379.1 Orli
Winn, Debra Maldon. Six Easy Steps to Millions in Grants:
A Grant-Writing Manual. EI Cerrito, CA: Maldon
Enterprise, 1996. Call #: 658.15224 Winn
Winning Strategies for Developing Grant Proposals.
Washington, DC: Government Information Services,
1999. Call #: 658.15224 Winn
2
Information on Proposal Writing on the
Web
The Foundation Center's Proposal Writing Short Coursr
free two-part course covering the basic components of a
proposal and the important elements such as budget and
expenses, administration, and the research process involved
in writing a proposal.
www.fdncenter.orgllearn/shortcourse/prop1.htmI
The Foundation Center has links to sample grant proposals.
www.fdncenter.orgllearnlfaqs/html/propsample.html
The Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance has a short
section on Developing And Writing Grant Proposals.
www.cfda.gov/publidcat-writing.htm
Non-profit guides provides basic grant writing information
and several sample grant proposals.
www.npguides.org
Sample Grants
Examples of grant proposals are usually difficult to find
because they are typically specific to the organization
requesting funding as well as the donor's mission.
Frost, Gordon J. Winning Grant Proposals: Eleven
Successful Appeals by American Nonprofits to (
Corporation, Foundations, Individuals, and
Government Agencies. Rockville, MD: Fund
.Raising Institute, 1993. Call #: 658.15 Winn
Moore, Pam. Models for Success: A Look at Grant-
Winning Proposals. Alexandria, VA: Capitol
Publications, 1990. Call #: 361.6 Mode
Foundation Center. The Foundation Center's Guide to
Winning Proposals. New York: Foundation Center,
2003. Call #: 658.15 Foun
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
AND
Text Search = beautification and transportation
Recipient: North Carolina Department of Transportation
Location: Raleigh, NC
Type of recipient: Public affairs, government
agencies; Transportation
Grantmaker: The Joseph M. Bryan Foundation of Greater
Greensboro, Inc., NC
Grantmaker geographic focus: NC
Grant amount: $50,000
Year authorized: 2001
Description: For general support for Bryan Boulevard
landscaping project
Type(s) of support: Building/renovation;
General/operating support
Subject(s): Environment, beautification programs;
Government, state; Landscaping; Public affairs, government
agencies; Transportation
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
Recipient Name transportation AND
Recipient Type = Public affairs, government agencies
acipient: Georgia Department of Transportation
Location: Atlanta, GA
Type of recipient: Public affairs, government
agencies; Transportation
Grantmaker: International Paper Company Foundation, CT
Grant amount: $20,000
Year authorized: 2001
Description: For environmental programs
Type(s) of support: Program development
Subject(s): Environment; Government, state; Public
affairs, government agencies; Transportation
-- Page 1 --
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
Recipient Name transportation AND
Recipient Type = Public affairs, government agencies
.ecipient: Oregon Department of Transportation
Location: Salem, Oregon
Type of recipient: Public affairs, government
agencies; Transportation
Grantmaker: The Oregon Community Foundation, Oregon
Grantmaker geographic focus: Oregon
Grant amount: $11,662
Year authorized: 2002
Description: To preserve and maintain Oregon Trail
interpretive panels located in rest areas along Interstate
84
Type(s) of support: Program development
Subject(s): Environment, beautification programs;
Government, state; Public affairs, government agencies;
Transportation
-- Page 1 --
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Grant Search Results
arch Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
AND
Recipient Type = pub OR Public affairs, government agencies AND
Subjects = transportation
Num. Grantmaker Name, State
1 3M Foundation, MN
2 3M Foundation, MN
3 Bank of America
Foundation Inc., NC
4 Bremer Foundation, otto,
MN
5 Bremer Foundation, Otto,
MN
6 Brown Foundation Inc.,
James Graham, KY
7 Bryan Foundation of
Greater Greensboro Inc.,
Joseph M., The, NC
8 Colorado Emergency
Medical Services
Foundation, co
9 Community Foundation of
Greater Memphis, TN
10 Community Foundation of
Louisville Inc., The, KY
11 Community Foundation of
Louisville Inc., The, KY
12 Community Foundation of
Louisville Inc., The, KY
13 Deere Foundation, John,
IL
14 Gerstacker Foundation,
Rollin M., The, MI
15 Hillman Foundation, PA
16 International Paper
Company Foundation, CT
17 Iowa West Foundation, IA
18 Iowa West Foundation, IA
19 Johnson Foundation,
Robert Wood, The, NJ
20 Marin Community
Foundation, CA
21 McKnight Foundation,
The, MN
22 Mellon Foundation,
Richard King, PA
23 Oregon Community
Foundation, The, Oregon
Recipient Name, State
Port Authority of the
City of Saint Paul, MN
Port Authority of the
City of Saint Paul, MN
Local Government
Commission, CA
Grand Forks, City of, ND
White Earth Reservation
Tribal Council, MN
Transit Authority of
River City (TARC), KY
North Carolina
Department of
Transportation, NC
Walker Field Airport
Authority, CO
Memphis Area Transit
Authority, TN
Transit Authority of
River City (TARC), KY
Transit Authority of
River City (TARC), KY
Transit Authority of
River City (TARC), KY
Metropolitan Airport
Authority of Rock
Island, IL
Midland, City of, MI
Allegheny County Airport
Authority, PA
Georgia Department of
Transportation, GA
Council Bluffs, City of,
IA
Council Bluffs, City of,
IA
Lambertville, City of, NJ
San Rafael, City of, CA
Port Authority of the
City of Saint Paul, MN
Port Authority of
Allegheny County, PA
Oregon Department of
Transportation, Oregon
Year Grant Amount
2001 $50,000
2000 $50,000
2001 $25,000
2002 $10,000
2000 $20,000
2000 $10,000
2001 $50,000
2000 $1,076,311
2001 $125,000
2003 $22,500
2001 $25,000
2000 $25,000
2000 $100,000
2002 $10,000
2000 $35,000
2001 $20,000
2001 $5,130,000
2000 $3,447,000
2003 $50,000
2002 $150,000
2000 $45,000
2001 $128,000
2002 r $11,662
-- Page 1 --
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Recipient Name, StateGrantmaker Name, state
24 Rochester Area Community
Foundation, NY
25 Temple Foundation, T. L.
L., TX
26 Wells Fargo Foundation,
The, CA
27 Wells Fargo Foundation,
The, CA
28 Winston-Salem
Foundation, The, NC
Year
Genesee, County of, MI
Diboll, City of, TX
Port Authority of the
City of Saint Paul, MN
Port Authority of the
City of Saint Paul, MN
Piedmont Authority for
Regional Transportation,
NC
Grant Amount
2001 $41,239
2002 $103,570
2001 $35,000
2001 $35,000
2002 $10,000
-- Page 2 --
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Grant Search Results
.arch Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
AND
Recipient Type = pub OR Public affairs, government agencies AND
Text Search = construction
Num. Grantmaker Name, State
1 Alcoa Foundation, PA
2 Alcoa Foundation, PA
3 Alcoa Foundation, PA
4 Alcoa Foundation, PA
5 Bank of America
Foundation Inc., NC
6 Battle Creek Community
Foundation, MI
7 Bush Foundation, MN
8 Cannon Foundation Inc.,
The, NC
9 Collins Foundation, The,
Oregon
10 Communities Foundation
of Texas Inc., TX
11 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
12 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
13 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
14 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
15 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
16 Degenstein Foundation,
1994 Charles B., The, PA
17 Eccles Foundation,
George S. and Dolores
Dore, The, UT
18 El Pomar Foundation, CO
19 Energy Foundation, CA
20 Fifth Third Foundation,
The, OH
21 Fifth Third Foundation,
The, OH
22 Fifth Third Foundation,
The, OH
23 Foundation for the
Carolinas, NC
24 Gates Family Foundation,
CO
25 Gates Family Foundation,
CO
26 Gates Foundation, Bill &
Melinda, WA
Recipient Name, State
Apodaca, City of, Mexico
Elgin, City of, TX
Pontinia, Town of, Italy
Lexington, City of, TX
Hartsville, City of, SC
Homer, Village of, MI
Rosebud Sioux Tribe, SO
Bolton, Town of, NC
Rockaway Beach, City of,
Oregon
Baytown, City of, TX
Allen Park, City of, MI
Genoa, Township of, MI
Rockwood, City of, MI
Wayne, County of, MI
Flat Rock, City of, MI
Sunbury, City of, PA
Green River, City of, UT
Romeo, Town of, CO
Chongqing Municipal
Construction Commission,
China
Lucas, County of, OH
Lucas, County of, OH
Cincinnati, City of, OH
Rockingham, City of, NC
Romeo, Town of, CO
Trinidad, City of, CO
Burns Paiute Tribe
Foundation, Oregon
Year
2001
2001
2001
2000
2000
2001
2000
2003
2000
2000
2002
2002
2002
2002
2001
2002
2001
2001
2000
2002
2002
2000
2002
2002
2001
2002
Grant Amount
$63,000
$15,000
$25,600
$20,000
$12,500
$14,564
$10,935
$20,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
$34,300
$19,000
$100,000
$200,000
$92,000
$31,000
$20,000
$10,000
$800,000
$800,000
$200,000
$123,000
$25,000
$125,000
$88,000
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Grantmaker Name, state Recipient Name, State Year Grant Amount
27 Gates Foundation, Bill &
Melinda, WA
28 Herrick Foundation, MI
29 Hillcrest Foundation, TX
30 Iowa West Foundation, IA
31 Iowa West Foundation, IA
32 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
33 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
34 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
35 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
36 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
37 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
38 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
39 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
40 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
41 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
42 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
43 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
44 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
45 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
46 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
47 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
48 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
49 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
50 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
51 Lied Foundation Trust, NV
52 Lied Foundation Trust, NV
53 Lied Foundation Trust, NV
54 Lied Foundation Trust, NV
55 Mardag Foundation, MN
56 Marin Community
Foundation, CA
57 Meyer Memorial Trust,
Oregon
58 Meyer Memorial Trust,
Oregon
59 Meyer Memorial Trust,
Oregon
60 Murdock Charitable
Trust, M. J., WA
61 Murdock Charitable
Trust, M. J., WA
Marlboro, County of, SC
Sheboygan, City of, WI
Farmers Branch, City of,
TX
Carson, City of, IA
Carter Lake, City of, IA
Avoca, City of, IA
Emerson, Village of, NE
Fremont, City of, NE
Pierce, City of, NE
Shelton, Village of, NE
South Sioux City, City
of, NE
Wayne, City of, NE
Albion, City of, NE
Dundy, County of, NE
Nebraska, State of, NE
Norfolk, City of, NE
Ord, City of, NE
South Sioux City, City
of, NE
Tekamah, City of, NE
Tilden, City of, NE
Wymore, City of, NE
Lexington, City of, NE
Sheridan, City of, WY
South Sioux City, City
of, NE
Essex, City of, IA
Essex, City of, IA
Clark, County of, NV
Essex, City of, IA
Williams, City of, MN
Mill Valley, City of, CA
Rockaway Beach, City of,
Oregon
Yoncalla, City of, Oregon
Union, City of, Oregon
Kwethluk, Village of, AK
Coquille, City of, Oregon
2002
2001
2000
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2001
2001
2001
2002
2001
2000
2000
2001
2000
2003
2001
2000
2001
2000 r
$50,000
$100,000
$15,000
$10,000
$73,250
$50,000
$20,000
$20,000
$100,000
$10,000
$35,000
$250,000
$21,543
$20,000
$250,000
$57,729
$10,431
$20,000
$19,000
$10,000
$60,000
$107,700
$50,000
$20,000
$19,195
$227,114
$100,000
$53,690
$25,000
$1,000,000
$100,000
$35,000
$203,000
$97,300
$65,000
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Grantmaker Name, State Recipient Name, State Year Grant Amount
62 Murdock Charitable
Trust, M. J., WA
63 New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation, The, NH
64 Noble Foundation Inc.,
Samuel Roberts, The, OK
65 Procter & Gamble Fund,
The, OH
66 Prospect Hill Foundation
Inc., The, NY
67 Rasmuson Foundation,
The, AK
68 San Diego Foundation,
The, CA
69 Sierra Health
Foundation, CA
70 Steele Foundation Inc.,
The, AZ
71 Swaim Foundation, TX
72 Tenet Healthcare
Foundation, CA
73 Timken Foundation of
Canton, OH
Halfway, City of, Oregon
Peterborough, Town of, NH
Hooker, City of, OK
North Liberty, City of,
IA
Long Lake, Town of, NY
Haines, Borough of, AK
San Diego, City of, CA
Butte, County of, 10
Phoenix, City of, AZ
Schulenburg, City of, TX
Lebanon, City of, TN
Colmar, City of, France
2000
2002
2002
2002
2001
2001
2003
2001
2001
2001
2000
2003
$91,500
$20,000
$100,000
$50,000
$25,000
$60,000
$10,000
$70,000
$350,000
$25,000
$15,000
$115,325
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Grant Search Results
larch Cr:i.ter:i.a:
Searching on Grants Database
AND
Recipient Type = pub OR Public affairs, government agencies AND
Subjects = beautification .
Num. Grantmaker Name, State
1 Alcoa Foundation, PA
2 Alcoa Foundation, PA
3 BB&T Charitable
Foundation, NC
4 Bryan Foundation of
Greater Greensboro Inc.,
Joseph M., The, NC
5 Cain Foundation, Effie
and Wofford, The, TX
6 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
7 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
8 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
9 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
10 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
11 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
12 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
13 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
14 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
15 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
16 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
17 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
18 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
19 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
20 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
21 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
22 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
23 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
24 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
Rec:i.p:i.ent Name, State
Whitehall, City of, MI
Piedras Negras, City of,
Mexico
Scottsville, Town of, VA
North Carolina
Department of
Transportation, NC
Athens, City of, TX
Allen Park, City of, MI
Ferndale, City of, MI
Genoa, Township of, MI
Holly, Village of, MI
Macomb, County of, MI
Pontiac, City of, MI
Rockwood, City of, MI
Saint Clair, County of,
MI
Shelby, Township of, MI
Southfield, City of, MI
Wayne, County of, MI
Wayne, County of, MI
Ann Arbor, City of, MI
Clinton Charter
Township, MI
Detroit, City of, MI
Flat Rock, City of, MI
Rochester Hills, City
of, MI
Sylvan Lake, City of, MI
Van Buren Charter
Township, MI
Year
2002
2001
2002
2001
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
Grant Amount
$10,500
$30,000
$10,000
$50,000
$10,000
$25,000
$81,500
$34,300
$54,000
$310,000
$117,500
$19,000
$56,250
$72,500
$95,000
$100,000
$41,200
$25,375
$43,000
$63,000
$200,000
$250,000
$75,000
$38,700
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Grantmaker Name, State Recipient Name, State Year Grant Amount
25 Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, MI
26 Dreyfus Foundation Inc.,
Max and Victoria, The, NY
27 English-Bonter-Mitchell
Foundation, Indiana
28 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
29 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
30 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
31 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
32 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
33 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
34 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
35 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
36 ExxonMobil Foundation, TX
37 Fremont Area Community
Foundation, MI
38 Grand Rapids Community
Foundation, MI
39 Iowa West Foundation, IA
40 Iowa West Foundation, IA
41 Kiewit Foundation,
Peter, NE
42 Lattner Foundation Inc.,
Forrest C., FL
43 Maddox Foundation, J. F,
NM
44 Marin Community
Foundation, CA
45 Marin Community
Foundation, CA
46 Mellon Foundation,
Richard King, PA
47 New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation, The, NH
48 New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation, The, NH
49 New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation, The, NH
50 Oregon Community
Foundation, The, Oregon
51 San Diego Foundation,
The, CA
52 San Diego Foundation,
The, CA
53 San Diego Foundation,
The, CA
54 San Diego Foundation,
The, CA
55 San Diego Foundation,
The, CA
56 San Francisco
Foundation, The, CA
57 Wells Fargo Foundation,
The, CA
Washtenaw, County of, MI
Tuckahoe, Village of, NY
Warsaw, City of, Indiana
Beaumont, City of, TX
Dallas, City of, TX
First Planning District
Consortium, LA
Paulsboro, Borough of, NJ
Torrance, City of, CA
Baytown, City of, TX
Dallas, City of, TX
Paulsboro, Borough of, NJ
Torrance, City of, CA
Big Rapids, City of, MI
Lowell, City of, MI
Council Bluffs, City of,
IA
Council Bluffs, City of,
IA
omaha, City of, NE
Wichita, City of, KS
Hobbs, City of, NM
Marin, County of, CA
Marin, County of, CA
Pittsburgh, City of, PA
Peterborough, Town of, NH
Peterborough, Town of, NH
Peterborough, Town of, NH
Oregon Department of
Transportation, Oregon
San Diego, City of, CA
San Diego, City of, CA
San Diego, City of, CA
San Diego, City of, CA
San Diego, City of, CA
Humboldt, County of, CA
Douglas County Public
Works Department, MN
2001
2000
2002
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2000
2000
2000
2000
2002
2002
2001
2001
2002
2000
2001
2003
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2002
2000
$200,000
$10,000
$15,000
$82,400
$200,000
$67,500
$55,000
$100,000
$35,000
$200,000
$50,000
$100,000
$248,500
$25,000
$1,034,657
$845,500
$144,211
$50,000
$50,000
$64,739
$52,342
$500,000
$20,000
$10,000
$10,000
$11,662
$16,200
$14,250
$14,250
$10,000
$10,000
$30,000
$10,000
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
Recipient Name transportation AND
Recipient Type = Public affairs, government agencies
scipient: Piedmont Authority for Regional
Transportation
Location: Greensboro, NC
Type of recipient: Public affairs, government
agencies; Transportation
Grantmaker: The Winston-Salem Foundation, NC
Grantmaker geographic focus: NC
Grant amount: $10,000
Year authorized: 2002
Description: To match state grant to start Regional
Human Services Coordination Program
Type(s) of support: Matching/challenge support; Seed
money
Subject(s): Government, local; Human services; Public
affairs, government agencies; Transportation
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grantmaker Database
Geographic Focus = national or sc AND
Text Search = beautification
Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, Inc.
110 E. 42nd St., Ste. 1300
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: (212 ) 28 6- 02 2 2
Contact: David Keegan, Lasker Medical Research Awards Prog.
Admin.
FAX: (212) 286-0924
E-mail: info@laskerfoundation.org or
nhunt@laskerfoundation.org
Additional E-mail for applications:
dkeegan@laskerfoundation.org
URL: http://www.laskerfoundation.org
Donor(s): Albert D. Lasker+; Mary W. Lasker+.
Type of grantmaker: Operating foundation.
Background: Incorporated in 1942 in NY.
Purpose and activities: Primarily concerned with
medical research; annual Lasker awards given to honor and
encourage outstanding medical research; support also for a
beautification program, and health programs.
Fields of interest: Biological sciences; Biomedicine;
Health care; Health organizations; Medical research.
Geographic focus: National
Types of support: Continuing support.
Limitations: Giving on a national basis.
Publications: Application guidelines.
Application information: Application form required.
Initial approach: Telephone
Copies of proposal: 7
Deadline(s): Feb. 1
Officers: James W. Fordyce, Chair.; Neen Hunt, Ed.D.,
Pres.; Mrs. William McCormick Blair, Jr., V.P.; Anne B.
Fordyce, V.P.; James E. Hughes, Secy.; Christopher W.
Brody, Treas.
Directors: Purnell W. Choppin, M.D.; Robert J. Glaser,
M.D; Jordan U. Gutterman, M.D.; Hon. Mark O. Hatfield;
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr., Ph.D.
Number of staff: 1 full-time professional; 1 part-time
professional; 2 full-time support; 1 part-time support.
Financial data: (yr. ended 12/31/02): Assets,
$1,744,222 (M); gifts received, $666,650; expenditures,
$808,629; total giving, $125,000; qualifying distributions,
$739,380; giving activities include $125,000 for 5 grants
to individuals of $25,000 each.
EIN: 131680062
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
Recipient Name = transportation
Recipient: Georgians for Transportation Alternatives
Location: Atlanta, GA
Type of recipient: Public affairs, alliance;
Transportation
Grantmaker: Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta,
Inc., GA
Grantmaker geographic focus: GA
Grant amount: $10,000
Year authorized: 2000
Subject(s): Public affairs; Transportation
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grantmaker Database
Geographic Focus = national or sc AND
Text Search = beautification
Rose & Walter Montgomery Foundation
P.O. Box 5565
Spartanburg, SC 29304
Telephone: (864) 585-9213
Contact: Walter S. Montgomery, Jr., Tr.
Donor(s): Walter S. Montgomery+; Rose C. Montgomery
Trust A.
Type of grantmaker: Independent foundation.
Purpose and activities: Giving primarily for the arts,
social services, and Episcopal churches and organizations.
Fields of interest: Animal welfare; Arts; Arts
education; Education; Environment, beautification programs;
Federated giving programs; Health care; Higher education;
Human services; Performing arts, music; Protestant agencies
& churches.
Geographic focus: South Carolina; Tennessee
Limitations: Giving primarily in Spartanburg, SC, and
Memphis, TN; some funding nationally, particularly in
Atlanta, GA. No grants to individuals.
Application information: Applicants should submit the
following:
1) detailed description of project and amount of funding
requested
2) copy of IRS Determination Letter
Initial approach: Letter
Deadline(s): None
Trustees: Rose M. Johnston; Walter S. Montgomery, Jr.
Financial data: (yr. ended 12/31/02): Assets,
$16,345,966 (M); expenditures, $1,243,621; total giving,
$788,000; qualifying distributions, $788,000; giving
activities include $788,000 for 66 grants (high: $230,000;
low: $500).
EIN: 570986535
Selected grants: The following grants were reported in
2002.
$230,000 to Episcopal Church of the Advent, Spartanburg, SC.
$150,000 to Converse College, Spartanburg, SC.
$85,000 to Calvary Episcopal Church, Memphis, TN.
$85,000 to Dixon Gallery and Gardens, Memphis, TN.
$50,000 to Episcopal Church Foundation, New York, NY.
$10,000 to Spartanburg Day School, Spartanburg, SC.
$10,000 to Trinity School, Atlanta, GA.
$10,000 to United Way of the Mid-South, Memphis, TN.
$7,000 to Episcopal Church of the Incarnation, Atlanta, GA.
$5,000 to United Way of the Piedmont, Spartanburg, SC.
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
~D
Recipient State ... = sc AND
Text Search = beautification
Recipient: Keep America Beautiful of the Midlands
Location: Columbia, sc
Type of recipient: Environment, beautification programs
Grantmaker: International Paper Company Foundation, CT
Grant amount: $35,000
Year authorized: 2001
Description: For environmental programs
Type(s) of support: Program development
Subject(s): Environment, beautification programs
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Search Criteria:
Searching on Grants Database
AND
Recipient State ... = sc AND
Text Search = transportation
Recipient: Greenwood Housing Authority
Location: Greenwood, SC
Type of recipient: Housing/shelter, government
agencies; Housing/shelter, public housing
Grantmaker: The Self Family Foundation, SC
Grantmaker geographic focus: SC
Grant amount: $16,750
Year authorized: 2000
Description: Toward transportation needs of families
participating in Economic Development/Self-Sufficiency
Program
Type(s) of support: Program development
Subject(s): Economically disadvantaged; Family
services; Government, local; Housing/shelter;
Housing/shelter, public housing; Human services,
transportation
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/
SCDOT
NUMBER OF POSSIBLE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
SCDOT OFFICES NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
1. SAFETY OFFICE 10
2. PLANNING 13
3. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING 6
4. ENVIRONMENTAL 14
5. MAINTENANCE 5
6. TRAINING 8
7. BRIDGE DESIGN 4
8. MASS TRANSIT 14
TOTAL 74
Safety Office
• Planning
DTraffic
D Environmental
• Maintenance
Training
• Bridge Design
D Mass Transit
Digitized by South Carolina State Library
SCDOT
REVIEW OFGRANT OPPORTUNITIES COMPILED BY THE 2004 STARR CLASS
INDEX APPLICATION NAME OF GRANT SCDOT SPONSOR AMOUNT INSTRUMENT MATCH NOTES RESULT
DEADLINE OFFICE TYPE REQUIRED
1. 1/1 AWARDED WORK ZONE SAFETY PUBLIC SAFETY SCDPS OFFICE $185,000 NA FUNDS USED TO IMPROVE WORK ZONE SAFETYINFORMATION AND EDUCATION OF HIGHWAY AWARENESS
CAMPAIGN SAFETY
2. 1/1 AWARDED LEVEL C PERSONAL PROTECTIVE SAFETY STATE LAW $135,000 NA PURCHASE 100 UNITS OF LEVEL C PERSONAL
EQUIPMENT (100),800 MHZ PORTABLE ENFORCEMENT EQUIPMENTAND 20, 800 MHZ RADIOS TO SUPPORT
RADIOS DIVISION'S ANTI-TERRORISM EFFORTS
HOMELAND
SECURITY
OFFICE
3. 1/1 AWARDED 511 - MOTORIST ASSISTANCE ADVISORY TRAFFIC FHWA $100,000 20% FUNDS USED FOR FEASIBILITY STUDY
ENGINEERING
4. 1/1 AWARDED AMBER ALERT (ITS) TRAFFIC FHWA $125,000 20% PURCHASE SOFTWARE TO COORDINATE VARIABLE
ENGINEERING MESSAGE BbARDS
5. 1/1 AWARDED 402 PROGRAM - REPEAT OFFENDERS, TRAFFIC DPS $10,700,000 20% FUNDS USEiP TO INSTALL INETERSTE MEDIAN CABLEINTOXICATED DRIVERES ENGINEERING BARRIERS -I PROGRAM ALLOWED DOT TO APPLY FOR
LOST/DIVERTED FEDERAL FUNDS AS A RESULT OF THE
STATE NOT HAVING REPEAT OFFENDER LAW IN PLACE.
NO ADDITIONAL FUNDING IS AVAILABLE THROUGH THIS
PROGRAM. :
6. 1/1 AWARDED SECTION 3037 - JOB ACCESS AND MASS TRANSIT FTA $6,356,498 50% FUNDS USED TO DEVELOP TRANSPORTATION
REVERSE COMMUTE SERVICES FbR WELFARE RECIPIENTS AND LOW
INCOME INDIVIDUALS TO AND FROM JOBS. MATCH
COST WERE SHARED WITH DSS, DOE, AND LOCAL
TRANSIT PROVIDERS. ANTICIPATED THAT HIS GRANT
PROGRAM WILL BECOME A FORMULA GRANT IN THE
NEXT HIGHWAY BILL.
7. 2/7 and 1/1 AWARDED IBRC - INNOVATIVE BRIDGE RESEARCH BRIDGE DESIGN FHWA $1,600,000 NA FUNDS USED TO SUPPORT 6 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION GRANTS PROJECTS. HAVE APPLIED FOR A $400,000 GRANT FOR
FY04 TO USE SELF-COMPACTING CONCRETE IN PRE-
STRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS.
8. 1 /2 MARCH 19, 2004 WETLANDS PROTECTION - PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $250,000 COOPERATIVE YES TO GRANT PROGRAM TO PROVIDE FUNDING FORDEVELOPMENT GRANT AGREEMENT PROJECTS WHICH DEVELOP (1) COMPREHENSIVE
WETLAND MONITORING PROGRAMS; (2) ECOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVE GOMPENSATORY MITIGATION FOR
UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS; (3) PROTECTION FOR
ISOLATED WETLANDS AND OTHER SENSITIVE AQUATIC
RESOURCES; AND (4) TRIBAL WETLANDS
CONSERVATION PLANS.
9. 1/3 APRIL 5, 2004 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING US DEPT OF $500,000 GRANT NO INCREASE NUMBER OF QUALIFIED INDIAN INDIVIDUALS NOTEDUCATION IN PROCESSION THAT SERVE INDIAN PEOPLE APPLICABLE
TOSCDOT
MISSION
10. y. APRIL 30, 2004 WETLAND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $250,000 GRANT YES PROJECTS THAT PROMOTE PREVENTION, REDUCTION, NOTGRANTS ELIMINATION OF WATER POLLUTION - DEVELOPING A APPLICABLE
COMPREHENSIVE MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT TOSCDOT
PROGRAM MISSION
11. 1/5 DUE DATE VARIES APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSTRUCTION APPALACHIAN NOT COOPERATIVE YES PROJECT THAT BENEFITS THE APPALACHIAN REGION
REGIONAL AVAILABLE AGREEMENT BY FURTHERING 5 GOALS
COMMISSION
12. 1/6 MARCH 22, 2004 WETLAND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ENVI RONMENTAL EPA $496,000 GRANT YES INCREASINQ THE QUANITY AND QUALITY OF WETLANDS NOTGRANT GUIDELINES BY CONSERVING AND RESTORING. INCLUDES APPLICABLE
REGULATION, MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT, TOSCDOT
RESTORATION, WETLAND WATER QUALITY AND MISSION
WATERSHEO MANAGEMENT, PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS, COORDINATION WITH AGENDIES
13. 1/7 APRIL 12, 2004 RESOURCE CONSERVATION FUNDS 2004 ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $60,000 GRANT NO PROVIDE FUNDING FOR PROJECT WITHI ARE UNIQUECONSOLIDATION SOLICITATION AND INNOVATIVE - SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL BE ON
REGION 9 GbALS.
14. 1/8 APRIL 12, 2004 RESEARCH APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM TRAINING EPA $180,000 COOPERATIVE NO PROVIDE HANDS-ON TRAINING FOR COLLEGE NOT
FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES AGREEMENT STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN ENGINEERING - 2 TO 6 APPLlCBLE
1 of 5
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INDEX APPLICATION NAME OF GRANT SCOOT SPONSOR AMOUNT INSTRUMENT MATCH NOTES RESULT
DEADLINE OFFICE TYPE REQUIRED
STUDENTS TO BE TRAINED IN EPA LABS IN REASEARCH TO SCOOT
TRIANGLE, NC.
15. 1/9 MAY 21,2004 COLLABORATIVE SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $100,000 COOPERATIVE YES INFORMATL PRARTNERSHIP AMOUNT COMMUNITIESTECHNOLOGY NETWORK FOR AGREEMENT AND STATE THAT EXPLORES AND LEARNS ABOUT NEW
SUSTAINABILITY APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION THAT
ARE SYSTEMS-ORIENTED, FORWARD-LOOKING, AND
PREVENTATIVE. FUNDING INNOVATIVE REGIONAL
PROJECTS THAT ADDRESS A STATE PROBLEM
16. 1/10 MAY 25, 2004 REGIONAL GEOGRAPHIC INITIATIVE EPA $100,000 GRANT NO EPA REGION 7 PROPOSALS FOR INIATIVE PROGRAMSPROJECTS ENVIRONMENTAL FOR SMART GROWTH PLANNING IN COMMUNITIES BY
INTEGRATING ECOLOGY, EQUITY AND MANAGEMENT OF
CITIZENS
17. 1/11 JUNE 16, 2004 COURSE, CURRICULUM AND TRAINING NATIONAL NONE GRANT NO IMPROVEMENT TO ENGINEERING EDUCATION FOR ALLLABORATORY IMPROVEMENTS SCIENCE STUDENTS - TARGETS ACTIVITIES
FOUNDATION
18. 1/12 MAY 21,2004 RESOURCE CONSERVATION FUNDS ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $45,000 COPPERATIVE NO REGION 4 IS SOLICITING PROPOSALS FOR SOURCEAGREEMENT REDUCTION, GREEN DESIGN, RECYCLED
MANUFACTURNG USE
19. 1/13 MARCH 29, 2004 STATE ENERGY PROGRAM (SEP) SPECIAL ENERGY DEPT. OF NONE GRANT YES PROJECT FOR CLEAN AIR CITIESPROJECTS ENERGY
20. 1/14 APRIL 23, 2004 ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING AND TRAINING DOT NONE COOPERATIVE NO EXPANDING THE OPPORTUNITIES OF DBEIWBE - ONLY NOTTECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AGREEMENT AVAILABLE TO MINORITY INSTITUTIONS APPLICABLE
TO SCOOT
21. 1/15 APRIL 19, 2004 FOCUSED RESEARCH IN FEDERAL LANDS ENERGY DEPT OF NONE COOPERATIVE YES TO PROVIDE SOLUTIONS FOR LIMITING DOMESTIVE ON- NOTACCESS AND PRODUCED WATER ENERGY AGREEMENT SHORE OR OFF-SHORE OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION APPLICABLE
MANAGEMENT IN OIL AND GAS TO SCOOT
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION
22. 1/16 APRIL 23, 2004 SPECIAL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM COMMUNITIY CORP FOR $500,000 GRANT YES TO STRENG,,"HEN COMMUNITY EFFORST IN SUPPORT NOTHOMELAND SECURITY INITIATIVE DEVELOPMENT NATIONAL AND OF HOMELAND SECURITY - WELL-PLANNED ACTIVITIES APPLICABLE
COMMUNITY AND ONGOING ROLES TO ENGAGE COMMUNITY TO SCOOT
SERVICES MEMBERS OVER 55 AS VOLUNTEERS FOR DISASTERS
23. 1/17 SEPTEMBER EACH YEAR STATE AND COMMUNITY HIGHWAY SAFETY DOT - NATIONAL $2,200,000 FORMUNA GRANT 20% TO PROVIDE A COORDINATED NATIONAL HIGHWAYSAFETY HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM TO REDUCE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS,
TRAFFIC SAFETY DEATHS, INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE - FUNDS
ADMINISTRATION HAVE BEEN USED FOR POLICE VEHICLES,
COMMUNICATION, SPEED DETECTION, TRAINING,
OVERTIME., TRAFFIC RECORDS, ROADWAY
IMPROVEMENTS
24. 1/18and2/3 SEPTEMBER 1 SAFETY INCENTIVE GRANT - SEAT BELTS SAFETY USDOT $500,000,000 FORUMULA GRANT YES SEAT BELT INCENTIVE GRANT
25. 1/19 1~1 BUSINESS DAY OF STATE PLANNING AND RESEARCH MASS TRANSIT FTA 1,000,000 FORMULA GRANT 20% DEVELOP COST EFFECTICE MULTIMODALQUARTER TRANSPORETATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM WHICH
INCLUDE PLANNING, ENGINEERING, AND DESIGNING OF
FTA PROJECTS
26. 1/20 DESIGNATED BY FORMULA GRANTS FOR OTHER THEN MASS TRANSIT FTA NOT FORMULA GRANT YES TO IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION INADMINISTRATOR URBANIZED AREAS APPLICABLE NONURBANIZED AREAS BY PROVIDING FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE FOR PROVIDERS.
27. 1/21 NO DEALINES HIGHWAY PLANNING AND PLANNING FHWA $510,429 FORMUL GRANT; 10% CONSTRUCT AND REHABILITATE NHS AND INTERSTATECONSTRUCTION PROJECT GRANT SYSTEM; REPAIR OBSOLETE BRIDGES, PROVIDE FOR
SPEAIL PURPOSES
28. 1/22 OPEN FEDERAL TRANSIT MANAGERIAL MASS TRANSIT FTA $87,500 PROJECT GRANT NO PROVIDE FELLOWSHIPS FOR TRAINING OFTRAINING GRANTS MANAGERIAL, TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PERSONNEL EMPLOYED IN THE TRANSIT FIELD.
29. 1/23 SEPTEMBER 1~1 HUMAN RESOURCES PROGRAMS TRAINING FTA NONE PROJECT GRANT NO PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR INITIATIVE THATESTABLISH ADDRESS HR NEEDS AS THEY APPLY TO PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION - .I.E EMPLOYEE TRAINING,
OUTREACH PROGRAMS FOR MINORITIESIWOMEN,
30. 1/24 NONE TRANSIT PLANNING AND RESEARCH MASS TRANSIT FTA NONE COOPERATIVE YES LOCAL DEMONSTRATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
ESTABLISH AGREEMENT SERVICES IN PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEMS.
31. 1/25 60-120 DAYS TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS PLANNING FHWA $75,000 PROJECT GRANTS 50% SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIELD OF SCOOT NOTRESEARCH GRANTS TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS AND ADVANCE APPLICANT
RESEARCH
32. 1/26 VARIES POLLUTION PREVENTION GRANTS ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $80,000 PROJECT GRANTS 50% PREVENTATIVE APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT OFPROGRAM POLLUTANTS ACROSS ALL ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIA '
33. 1/27 DESIGNATED BY WATER POLLUTION CONTROL - STATE ENVIRONMENTAL EPA $60,000 - FORMULA GRANT YES TO ASSIST STATES IN MAINTAINING ADEQUATE ONLY FORREGIONAL AND INTERSTATE PROGRAM SUPPORT $11,200,000 MEASURES FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF WATER
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ADMINISTRATOR SURFACE AND GROUND WATER POLLUTION FROM POLLUTION
POINT AND NONPOINT SOURCES CONTROL
AGENCIES
34. 1/28 180 DAYS PRIOR TO COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTAL NATIONAL $1,300,000 FORMULA GRANT YES ASSIST STATES IN IMPLEMENTING AND ENHANCING GOVERNORBEGINNING DATE OF ADMINISTRATION AWARDS OCEANIC AND COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT AND RELATED TO
GRANT ATMOSPHERIC PROGRAMS THAT HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY SEC OF DESIGNATE
ADMINISTRATION COMMERCE THE STATE
AGENCY TO
BE
APPLICANT
35. 1/29 JUNE 21, 2004 NATIONAL COASTAL WETLANDS ENVIRONMENTAL DEPT OF $1,000,000 GRANT YES PROVIDES STATES WITH MEANS OF PROTECTINGNDCONSERVATION GRANT PROGRAM INTERIOR RESTORING COASTAL WETLANDS; PROJECTS INCLUDE
PURCHASING EASEMENTS AND FEE, RESTORATION
EFFORTS, REMOVAL OF ANIMALS THAT COMPETE WITH
NATIVE HABITATS.
36. 1/30 JULY 2, 2004; VOLUNTARY DIESEL RETROFIT PROGRAM FLEET EPA $150,000 COOPERATIVE NO STATE PROPOSAL FOR PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS THATTECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT DEMONSTRATE APPLICABILITY OF EPA INNOVATIVE
ASSISTANCE AGREEMETNS TO BENEFIT USAGE OF VERIFIED POLLUTION CONTROL
SENSITIVE POPULATIONS TECHNOLOGIES OR ENGINE REPLACEMENTS IN
REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM STATE FLEETS
37. 1/31 OPEN NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION RESEARCH AND NATIONAL $99,000 PROJECT GRANTS YES IMPOVEMENTS IN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH -MATERIALS LAB SCIENCE
FOUNDATION
38. 2/1 NONE US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - RESEARCH TRAFFIC DEPT OF $50,000 PROJECT GRANT YES TO COLLECT, ORGNIZE, INTERPRE AND PUBLICAND DATA ACQUISITION ENGINEERING INTERIOR GEOLOGICAL, TOPOGRAPHIC AND BIOLOGIC, AND
HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION - MAPS, DATABASES,
IMAGES, AND DESCRIPTIONS OF LANS USE AND LOAND
COVER.
39. 2/2 NONE OCCUPANT PROTECTION INCENTIVE SAFETY FHWA 25% OF ITS GRANT YES ENCOURAGES STATES TO ADOPT EFFECTIVE PROGRAMGRANTS 402 FOR SEAT BELT USE
APPORTIONM
ENT
40. 2/3 and 1/18 SEPTEMBER SAFETY INCENTIVE GRANTS FOR USE OF SAFETY FHWA EQUAL TO GRANT NO ENCOURAGE STATES TO INCREASE SEAT BELT USESEAT BELTS FEDERAL RATES
SAVINGS
41. 2/4 EACH YEAR ON MARCH 15 DISCRETIONARY BRIDGE FUNDING BRIDGE FHWA $1,250,000 GRANT NO CONSTRUCTION OF COOPER RIVER BRIDGEPROGRAM REPLACEMENT PROJECT
42. 2/5 CLOSED TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNITY AND PLANNING FHWA GRANT NO DISCRETIONARY GRANT TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT FUNDINGSYSTEM PRESERVATION PILOT STRATEGIES THAT IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF ONLY UNTIL
PROGRAM INFORMATION TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM; REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL 2003
IMPACTS OF TRANSPORTATION; REDUCE NEED FOR
COSTLY FUTURE PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENTS
43. 2/6 SEPTEMBER 30 2003 VALUE PRICING PILOT PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION FHWA COOPERATIVE NO MAINTAIN AND MONITOR LOCAL VALUE PRICEING PILOTAGREEMENT PROGRAMS. USE OF TOLLS ON INTERSTATES. HOV
LANES, REDUCTION IN CONGESTION
44. 2/7 and 1/1 JULY 15, 2004 INNOVATIVE BRIDGE RESEARCH AND BRIDGE FHWA COOPERATIVE NO INNOVATIVE MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY IN THECONSTRUCTION PROGRAM - TEA-21 AGREEMENT CONSTRUION OF BRIDGES AND OTHER HIGHWAY
COMPONENTS - REPAIR, REHABILITATION,
REPLACEMENT OR NEW CONSTRUCTION WITH
INNOVATIVE MATERIALS
45. 2/8 SEPTEMBER 26, 2003; NATIONAL SCENIC BYWAYS GRANT PLANNING FHWA NO CEILING GRANT YES DISCRETIONARY FUNDS FOR ELIGIBLE PROJECTSJANUARY 31,2005 APPLICATION; FY2005 NATIONAL SCENIC ALONG DESIGNATED NATIONAL SCENIC BYWAYS, ALL
BYWAYS PROGRAM AMERICAN ROADS AND STATE DESIGNATED SCENIC
BYWAYS.
46. 2/9 JULY PULBIC LANDS HIGHWAYS PLANNING FHWA NO FUNDING IS AVAILABLE FOR ANY KIND OFDISCRETIONARY PROGRAM TRANSPORTATION PROEJECT ELEIGIBLE FOR
ASSISTANCE UNDER TITLE 23 THAT IS WITHIN,
ADJACENT TO, OR PROVIDES ACCESS TO FEDERAL
LANDS OR FACILITIES; NATIONAL SCENIC BYWAYS;
TRAILWAYS; INTERPRETIVE SIGNING; SCENIC
EASEMENTS; PEDESTRIAL AND BICYCLES; REST AREAS;
VISITOR CENTERS' FEDERALLY OWNED BRIDGE.
47. 2/10 ITS INTERGRATION COMPENENT OF THE ITS FHWA 50% FUNDING FOR INTEGRATION OF MULTI-MODAL ITSITS DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM COMPONENTS.
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48. 2/11 JANUARY DISCRETIONARY MAINTENANCE FUND MAINTENANCE FHWA FORMULA GRANT YES INTERSTATE MAINTENANCE DISCRETIONARY PROGRAMFOR FUNDING RESURFACING, RESTORATION,
REHABILITATION AND RECONSTRUCTION WORK ON
INTERSTATE SYSTEM
49. 2/12 MAY 15 AND OCTOBER 15 SC NATIONAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR PLANNING PRT $60,000 GRANT YES FUNDS USED FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INCLUDENGGRANT BUT NOT LIMITED TO FEASIBILITY STUDIES
(ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE, AND MARKETING) OF
CONSERVATION AND PRESERVATION
50. 2/13 JULY 7, 2004 FUNDING OPPORTUNITY AND REQUEST MASS TRANSIT DEPT OF NONE GRANT NO IMPROVE SECURITY FOR OPERATORS ANDFOR APPLICATION UNDER THE INTERCITY HOMELAND PASSENGERS BY PROVIDING BUS SECURITY
BUS SECURITY GRANT PROGRAM SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS AND TRAINING TO BUS COMPANIES
AND OTHERS
51. 2/14 PRIOR TO BEGINNING OF COMPENSATION AND WORKING HR DEPT OF LABOR $110,721 COOPERATIVE 50% TREND DATA ON EMPLOYEE WAGES ANDFISCAL YEAR CONDITIONS AGREEMENT COMPENSATION; OCCUPATIONAL WATE DATAE IN
ABOUT 150 LOCALITIES NATIONWIDE; DATA ON
FATALITIES; OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES TO ASSIST IN
ADMINISTERING PROGRAMS
52. 2/15 OPEN EMPLOYMENT AND TRANING TRAINING DEPT OF LABOR $1,000,000 PROJECT GRANT NO EVALUATIONS CONDUCTED TO IMPROVE THEADMINISTRATION EVALUATIONS MANAGEMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS OF EMPLOYEMENT
AND TRAINING PROGRAMS CARRIED OUT UNDER THE
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT.
53. 2/16 FEB 15, APRIL 1, ARPIL 15 HIGHWAY TRAINING AND EDUCATION TRAINING NATIONAL WITHIN FA PROJECT GRANT NO TO DEVELOP AND ADMINISTER EDUCATION, TRAINIGNAND OCT 15 HIGHWAY HIGWHAY AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PORGRAMS FOR SCDOT
INSTITITUTE, PROGRAM EMPLOYEES
FHWA TOTALS
54. 2/17 SPECIFIC PROJECTS HIGH SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION MASS TRANSIT FEDERAL $250,000 COOPERATIVE NO PROJECT MUST SHOW A DEMONSTRATABLE BENEFIT
- NEXT GENERATION HIGH SPEED RAIL RAILROAD AGREEMENT TO THE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, OR
PROGRAM ADMIN. ULTIMATE OPERATION OF INCREMENTAL HIGH SPEED
RAIL SYSTEMS
55. 2/18 OPEN FEDERAL TRANIST TECHNICAL MASS TRANSIT FEDERAL NONE COOPERATIVE YES PROJECTS WHICH DEVELOP, TEST AND DEMONSTRATEASSISTANCE TRANSIT ESTABLISHED AGREEMENT INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES, SERVICE CONCEPTS,
ASMINISTRATION TECHNIQUES, AND ANALYTICAL TOOLS FOR PLANNING,
OPERATING AND MANAGING TRANSIT ENTERPRISES
56. 2/19 JANUARY 15 FEDERAL HIGHWAY SAFETY DATA TRAFFIC FHWA $50,000 PROJECT GRANT YES TO IMPLEMENT EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS TO IMPLEMENTIMPROVEMENT INCENTIVE GRANTS ENGINEERING DATA IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
57. 2/20 PER PROJECT PLANNING AND PROGRAM PLANNING COPORATION $500,000 PROJECT GRANTS YES DEMONSTRATIVE SERVICE PROGRAMS THAT BUILD THEDEVELOPMENT GRANTS FOR NATIONAL ETHIC OF SERVICE AMOUNT AMERICANS OF ALL AGES
AND AND BACKGROUNDS.
COMMUNNITY
SERVICE
58. 2/21 JULY 1 INTERAGENCY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRAINING RESEARCH AND $180,281 PROJECT GRANT 20% FUNDING TO INCREASE EMPHASIS ONPUBLIC SECOTR TRAINING AND SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION IN ONGOING EFFORTS AND TO
PLANNING GRANTS PROGRAMS IMPROVE CAPACITY OF COMMUNITIES TO PLAN FOR
ADMINISTRATION AND RESPOND TO THE FULL RANTS OF POTENTIAL
RISKS POSED BY ACCIDENTS INVOLVING HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS
59. 2/22 3 MONTHS AFTER WOOD IN TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM BRIDGES FOREST SERVICE $150,000 GRANT YES FUNDS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF DEMONSTRATIONANNOUNCEMENT MODERN TIMBER BRIDGES.
60. 2/23 OPEN PROTECTION, CLEARING AND PLANNNING DEPT OF ARMY NOT GRANT YES RESTORE CHANNELS FOR PURPOSES OFSTRAIGHTENING CHANNELS APPLICABLE NAVIGATIONAL OR FLOOD CONTROL
61. 2/24 OPEN BRIDGE ALTERATION BRIDGE DEPT OF """"""" ...", DIRECT PAYMENT YES TO ACCOMPLISH ALTERATION OF OBSTRUCTIVEHOMELAND $24,200,000 BRIDGES TO RENDER NAVIGATION THROUGH AND
SECURITY UNDER IT REASONABLY FREE
62. 2/25 FIRST QUARTER FEDERAL TRANSIT - METROPOLITAN PLANNING FHWA $1,000,000 FORMULA GRANT YES ASSIST IN DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORTATIONPLANNING GRANT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS, LONG-RANGE PLANS AND
OTHER TECHNICAL STUDIES
63. 2/26 OPEN RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM PLANNING FHWA $700,392 FORMULA GRANT YES FUNDS TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN RECREATIONALTRAILS AND TRAIL-RELATED FACILITIES
64. 2/27 END OF FISCAL YEAR GRANTS-IN-AID FOR RAILROAD SAFETY - PLANNING FHWA NONE PROJECT GRANT YES FUNDING TO PROVIDE PERSONNEL, TRAINING,STATE PARTICIPATION ESTABLISHED EQUIPMENT, AND ACTIVITIES FOR ENFORCEMENT OF
RAILROAD STANDARDS
65. 2/28 NONE APPALACHIAN LOCAL ACCESS ROADS PLANNING APPALACHIAN $156,500 PROJECT GRAN 20% FUNDING FOR ENGINEERING, RIGHT OF WAY,REGIONAL RELOCATION, CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECTS RELATIVE
DEVELOPMENT TO AREAS IF SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
ACT
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66. 2/29 TO BE DETERMINED HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND TRAINING FHWA $94,000 COOPERATIVE NO ASSIST DBE TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ON DOTUNIVERSITY - ENTREPRENEURIAL AGREEMENT PROCUREMENT OPPORTUNITIES
TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSIST.
67. 2/30 NONE APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT HIGHWAY PLANNING APPALACHIAN UNDETERMIN PROJECT GRANT 20% TO PROVIDE HIGHWAY SYTEMS TO OPEN UP AREASSYSTEM REGIONAL DEV. ED WITH DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL WITHIN APPALACHIA
ACT
68. 2/31 JUNE 29, 2004 WETLAND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ENVI RONMENTAL EPA $250,000 GRANT NO FUNDING FOR PROJECTS THAT PROMOTE THEGRANT COORDINATION AND ACCELERATION OF RESEARCH,
INVESTIGATIONS, TRAINING, STUDES RELATING THE
CAUSE OF WATER POLLUTION
69. 2/32 FY 2004 ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY AND DRUNK SAFETY NHTSA $4,500,000 FORMULA GRANT YES TO ENCOURAGE SATTES TO ADOPT EFFECTIVEDRIVING PREVENTION INCENTIVE PROGRAMS TO REDUCE CRASHES RESULTING FROM
GRANTS PERSONS DRIVING WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
ALCOHOL AND OTHER CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
70. 2/33 DECEMBER 27,2004 PESTICIDE SAFETY PROGRAM FOR MAINTENANCE EPA $600,000 GRANT YES TO SUPPORT A CONTINUING NATIONAL ANDAGRICULTURAL WORKERS, PESTICIDE INTERNATIONAL PESTICIDE SAFETY PROGRAM TO
HANDLERS AND HEALTH PROVIDERS ANALYZE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY PROGRAMS AND
INFORMATION FOR AGRICULTURAL WORKERS,
PESTICIDE PROVIDERS AND HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
TO REDUCE EXPOSURE TO PESTICIDES.
71. 1/1 OPEN HOMELAND SECURITY GRANT - SAFETY HLS GRANT SCDOT HAS APPLIED AND RECEIVED - CARL CHASESURVEILLANCE CAMERAS
72. 1/1 CLOSED SAFETY GRANT FOR MEDIAN GUARD TRAFFIC FHWA FORMULA GRANT YES ALL FUNDS RECEIVED AND SPENT - NO MORERAILS AND RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS ENGINEERING MATCHING FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR THIS GRANT
73. 1/1 OPEN FTA SECTION 5307 GRANT - SMALL MASS TRANSIT FTA FORMULA GRANT YES PLANNING, ENGINEERING DESGIN AND EVALUATION OFURBANIZED AREA TRANSIT PROJECTS AND OTHER TECHNICAL
TRANSPORTATION RELATED STUDIES
74. 1/1 OPEN FTA SECTION 5309 GRANT - STATEWIDE MASS TRANSIT FTA FORMULA GRANT YES ACQUISITOIN OF BUSES FOR FLEET AND SERVICEBUSES AND BUS FACILITIES EXPANSION, BUS MAINTENANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE
FACILITIES
75. 1/1 OPEN FTA SECTION 5310 GRANT - EDLERLY MASS TRANSIT FTA FORMULA GRANT YES FUNDS USED TO PURCHASE VEHICLES; ACQUISITIONAND DISABLE PERSON OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION
76. 1/1 OPEN FTA SECTION 5311(b) GRANT - RULE MASS TRANSIT FTA FORMULA GRANT YES FUNDS TO BE USED FOR TRAINING, TECHNICALTRANSIT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (RTAP) ASSISTANCE, RESEARCH AND RELATED SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES
* NOTE: There are 76 identified grants listed above. Two of these grants are duplicates; therefore, a total of 74 grants are considered in this report.
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A comprehensive study was recently performed by the SCOOT on the availability ofgrants and cooperative agreements as additlvdal
funding sources for SCOOT projects. It was determined that, as a state agency, the SCOOT may have been eligible for at least
seventy (70) possible grants and cooperative agreements over the past year. In order to determine if the SCOOT is actively pursuing
these grant opportunity, please respond to this questionnaire. The questionnaire will determine the number and types of grants and
cooperative agreements awarded to the SCOOT each year. For purposes of this questionnaire, grants and cooperative agreements
include formula grants that may require state or local matching funds. Ifyou receive this survey and are not the appropriate person to
submit a response, please forward it to the person with the most knowledge in this matter. Please return the questionnaire to Barbara
Wessinger, in Room 302, via email or hand delivery, on or before January 7. 2005.
Thank you for your assistance with this questionnaire. Ifyou have any questions or need clarification, please send an email to me at
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us or call me at (803) 737-1348.
Barb~aM. Wessinger
Assistant Chief Counsel
(803) 737-1348
(803) 737-2071 (fax)
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us
•..../ ................
I C~v/~-hv-QUESTION YE'S NO \fV\1. Has your office applied for grants l ... :.~ ..--.""" /or been involved in cooperative ,
agreements which provides for
grant money?
2. Ifyes, describe the grant/cooperative agreement.
3. Status ofgrant/cooperative agreement.
-
4. Name of person in your office who applied for and monitors the grant/cooperative agreement.
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A comprehensive study was recently performed by the SCDOT on the availability of grants and cooperative agreements as additllJUdl ,...
funding sources for SCDOT projects. It was determined that, as a state agency, the SCDOT may have been eligible for at least '
seventy (70) possible grants and cooperative agreements over the past year. In order to determine if the SCDOT is actively pursuing
these grant opportunity, please respond to this questionnaire. The questionnaire will determine the number and types of grants and
cooperative agreements awarded to the SCDOT each year. For purposes of this questionnaire, grants and cooperative agreements
include formula grants that may require state or local matching funds. If you receive this survey and are not the appropriate person to
submit a response, please forward it to the person with the most knowledge in this matter. Please return the questionnaire to Barbara
Wessinger, in Room 302, via email or hand delivery, on or before January 7, 2005.
Thank you for your assistance with this questionnaire. If you have any questions or need clarification, please send an email to me at
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us or call me at (803) 737-1348.
Barbara M. Wessinger
Assistant Chief Counsel
(803) 737-1348
(803) 737-2071 (fax)
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us
QUESTION YES NO
1. Has your office applied for grants
or been involved in cooperative X
agreements which provides for
grant money?
2. If yes, describe the grant/cooperative agreement. Traffic Engineering applied for Safety Grants administered by DPS for
Median Cable guardrail and raised pavement markings. The funds were transfer funds SCDOT lost to DPS as a result of the
failure of SC Legislature in passing repeat offender laws for DDI.
3. Status of grant/cooperative agreement. Grants were received in 2002, 2003 and 2004. All funds were spent and work
completed. Legislation has been passed and there are no more transfer funds to apply for.
4. Name of person in your office who applied for and monitors the grant/cooperative agreement.
Richard B. Werts
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A comprehensive study was recently perfonned by the SCOOT on the availability of grants and cooperative agreements as additIOnal , .
funding sources for SCOOT projects. It was detennined that, as a state agency, the SCOOT may have been eligible for at least
seventy (70) possible grants and cooperative agreements over the past year. In order to detennine if the SCOOT is actively pursuing
these grant opportunity, please respond to this questionnaire. The questionnaire will detennine the number and types of grants and
cooperative agreements awarded to the SCOOT each year. For purposes of this questionnaire, grants and cooperative agreements
include fonnula grants that may require state or local matching funds. Ifyou receive this survey and are not the appropriate person to
submit a response, please forward it to the person with the most knowledge in this matter. Please return the questionnaire to Barbara
Wessinger, in Room 302, via email or hand delivery, on or before January 7, 2005.
Thank you for your assistance with this questionnaire. If you have any questions or need clarification, please send an email to me at
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us or call me at (803) 737-1348.
Barbara M. Wessinger
Assistant Chief Counsel
(803) 737-1348
(803) 737-2071 (fax)
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us
UESTION YES NO
1. Has your office applied for grants x
or been involved in cooperative
agreements which provides for
ant mone ?
2. Ifyes, describe the grant/cooperative agreement.
Grants have been for everything from workzone safety to homeland security to general driver behavior safety (such as public
awareness campaigns).
3. Status of grant/cooperative agreement.
The only grant still open is the homeland security grant. All others are complete.
4. Name of person in your office who applied for and monitors the grant/cooperative agreement.
Terecia Wilson applies for the grants and her staff monitors them.
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A comprehensive study was recently performed by the SCOOT on the availability of grants and cooperative agreements as additional
funding sources for SCOOT projects. It was determined that, as a state agency, the SCOOT may have been eligible for at least
seventy (70) possible grants and cooperative agreements over the past year. In order to determine if the SCOOT is actively pursuing
these grant opportunity, please respond to this questionnaire. The questionnaire will determine the number and types of grants and
cooperative agreements awarded to the SCOOT each year. For purposes of this questionnaire, grants and cooperative agreements
include formula grants that may require state or local matching funds. If you receive this survey and are not the appropriate person to
submit a response, please forward it to the person with the most knowledge in this matter. Please return the questionnaire to Barbara
Wessinger, in Room 302, via email or hand delivery, on or before January 7. 2005.
Thank you for your assistance with this questionnaire. If you have any questions or need clarification, please send an email to me at
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us or call me at (803) 737-1348.
Barbara M. Wessinger
Assistant Chief Counsel
(803) 737-1348
(803) 737~2071 (fax)
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us
QUESTION YES NO
1. Has your office applied for grants YES
or been involved in cooperative
agreements which provides for
grant money?
2. If yes, describe the grant/cooperative agreement.
Innovative Bridge Research and Construction (IBRC) Funding. The most recent money was granted to experiment with the
uses of Self Compacting Concrete in drilled shafts.
3. Status of grant/cooperative agreement. ,
Application for money was approved.
4. Name of person in your office who applied for and monitors the grant/cooperative agreement.
Bener Amado
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A comprehensive study was recently perfonned by the SCDOT on the availability of grants and cooperative agreements as additional
funding sources for SCDOT projects. It was determined that, as a state agency, the SCDOT may have been eligible for at least
seventy (70) possible grants and cooperative agreements over the past year. In order to determine if the SCDOT is actively pursuing
these grant opportunity, please respond to this questionnaire. The questionnaire will determine the number and types of grants and
cooperative agreements awarded to the SCDOT each year. For purposes of this questionnaire, grants and cooperative agreements
include formula grants that may require state or local matching funds. If you receive this survey and are not the appropriate person to
submit a response, please forward it to the person with the most knowledge in this matter. Please return the questionnaire to Barbara
Wessinger, in Room 302, via email or hand delivery, on or before January 7, 2005.
Thank you for your assistance with this questionnaire. If you have any questions or need clarification, please send an email to me at
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us or call me at (803) 737-1348.
Barbara M. Wessinger
Assistant Chief Counsel
(803) 737-1348
(803) 737-2071 (fax)
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us
QUESTION YES NO
1. Has your office applied for grants X
or been involved in cooperative
agreements which provides for
grant money?
2. If yes, describe the grant/cooperative agreement.
3. _Status of grant/cooperative agreement.
4. Name of person in your office who applied for and monitors the grant/cooperative agreement.
Name of Office: DBE and Special Projects
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A comprehensive study was recently performed by the SCDOT on the availability of grants and cooperative agreements as additional
funding sources for SCDOT projects. It was determined that, as a state agency, the SCDOT may have been eligible for at least
seventy (70) possible grants and cooperative agreements over the past year. In order to determine if the SCDOT is actively pursuing
these grant opportunity, please respond to this questionnaire. The questionnaire will determine the number and types of grants and
cooperative agreements awarded to the SCDOT each year. For purposes of this questionnaire, grants and cooperative agreements
include formula grants that may require state or local matching funds. If you receive this survey and are not the appropriate person to
submit a response, please forward it to the person with the most knowledge in this matter. Please return the questionnaire to Barbara
Wessinger, in Room 302, via email or hand delivery, on or before January 7, 2005.
Thank you for your assistance with this questionnaire. If you have any questions or need clarification, please send an email to me at
wessingebm(Q),dot.state.sc.us or call me at (803) 737-1348.
Barbara M. Wessinger
Assistant Chief Counsel
(803) 737-1348
(803) 737-2071 (fax)
wessingebm@dot.state.sc.us
QUESTION YES NO
1. Has your office applied for grants X
or been involved in cooperative
agreements which provides for
grant money?
2. If yes, describe the grant/cooperative agreement.
3. _Status of grant/cooperative agreement.
4. Name of person in your office who applied for and monitors the grant/cooperative agreement.
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SCDOT
GRANT ELIBILITY REVIEW RESULTS
OFFICE ELIGIBLE* INELIGIBLE** POSSIBLE
OPPORTUNITIES***
1. SAFETY OFFICE 4 6 0
2. PLANNING 4 2 7
3. TRAFFIC 4 2 0
ENGINEERING
4. ENVIRONMENTAL 0 7 7
5. MAINTENANCE 2 2 I
6. TRAINING 0 4 4
7. BRIDGE DESIGN 3 I 0
8. MASS TRANSIT 8 5 I
25 29 20
* Eligibility was detenuined through personal interviews with each SCDOT office,
telephone confinuation with the grant sponsor, and actual confinuation that SCDOT has been a
recipient of the grant.
** Ineligibility status was detenuined through personal interviews with each SCDOT office
and telephone confinuation with the grant sponsor
*** Possible opportunities were detenuined after consulting with each SCDOT office and/or
evaluating the grant criteria. Possible grant opportunities are those grants in which the SCDOT
has not applied in the past; however may qualify if apply. Possible opportunities are speculative
prospects and identification in this report is not meant to imply guaranteed grant eligibility.
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SCDOT
GRANT ELIGIBILTY REVIEW RESULTS
Eligible
• Ineligible
o Possible Opportunity
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SAFETY OFFICE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGIBILITY STATUS
I. 1/1 WORK ZONE SAFETY PUBLIC INFORMATION AND EDUCATION Received for past 3years Ifsolicited by DPS, SCDOT will apply for funding in FY05
CAMPAIGN
2. 1/1 LEVEL CPERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (100), 800 MHZ Received in previous year Ifsolicited by DPS, SCDOT will apply for funding in FY 05
PORTABLE RADIOS
3. 1/17 20.600 - STATE AND COMMUNITY HIGHWAY SAFETY Received in previous year 402 Base Grant for 9different area - SCDOT has to submit application to DPS based on project.
DPS administers funds and if solicited by DPS, SCDOT will apply for funding in FY 05
4. 1/1 HOMELAND SECURITY GRANT - SURVEILANCE CAMERAS Received and administered by
Carl Chase
5. 2/2 OCCUPANT PROTECTION INCENTIVE GRANTS Not eligible 157 eannarked funds· DPS has to apply and administer funds
6. 1/18 - 2/3 SAFETY INCENTIVE GRANTS FOR USE OF SEAT BELTS - 20-604 Not eligible 157 eannarked funds • DPS has to apply and administer funds
7. 2/32 ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY AND DRUNK DRNING PREVENTION Not eligible DPS has to apply and administer funds
INCENTIVE GRANTS
8. 2/19 FEDERAL HIGHWAY SAFETY DATA IMPROVEMENT INCENTIVE Not eligible 411 Grants no longer exist under current authorization. If authorized, DPS has to apply and
GRANTS administer funds
9. 1/16 SPECIAL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM HOMELAND SECURITY Not eligible SCDOT determination that this grant was not feasible or related to agency mission. Grant was
INITIATIVE designed to engage volunteers, age 55 and over, in helping communities prepare for and respond to
emergencies and disasters. Grant to cover I year ofprogram activity, but funding for 2-3 years
may be provided depending on funding.
10. 2/14 COMPENSATION AND WORKING CONDITIONS Not eligible LLR is recipient ofgrant funds in South Carolina
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PLANNING OFFICE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGmILITY STATUS
1. 1/5 APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT Received in previous yeaIS Possible funding opportunity ifapproved by ARC Commission. Eligible only to Anderson,
Cherokee, Greenville, Oconee, Pickens, and Spartanburg; SCOOT meets 4th stratelric smal of ARC.
2. 1/21 HIGHWAY PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION Received in previous yeaIS Possible funding opportunity for specific emergency projects.
1 1/25 TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS RESEARCH GRANTS Possible Possible ifobtain 50% matching funds
4. 2/5 TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNITY AND SYSTEM Received in previous year All funding currently earmarked •
PRESERVATION PILOT PROGRAM INFORMATION (2003)
5. 2/6 VALUE PRICING PILOT PROGRAM Possible Possible grant opportunity under new reauthorization bill. However, at this time, not one of 15
states earmarked to receive funding
6. 2/9 PUBLIC LANDS HIGHWAY DISCRETIONARY PROGRAM Received in previous years Congress has fully earmarked all funding under this grant program.
7. 2/20 PLANNING AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS Not eligible For institutes ofhigher education
8. 2/23 PROTECTION, CLEARING AND STRAIGHTENING CHANNELS Possible Possible funding opportunity provided meet all eligibility requirements
9. 2/26 RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM Possible PRT administers funding. Need to apply to PRT for funding
10. 2/27 GRANTS-IN-AID RAILROAD SAFETY STATE PARTICIPATION Not eligible SCOOT does not meet grant criteria
11. 2/28 APPALACHIAN LOCAL ACCESS ROADS Possible Possible funding opportunity ifapproved by ARC Commission
12. 2/30 APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT HIGHWAY SYSTEM Possible Possible funding opportunity ifapproved by ARC Commission
Il 1/9 COLLABORATIVE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY NETWORK FOR Possible Possible future funding opportunity
SUSTAlNABILITY
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGIBILITY STATUS
1. 1/1 511 MOTORIST ASSISTANCE ADVISORY Received in previous year Gl1II\t Received; 20% match
2. 1/1 AMBER ALERT (ITS) Received in previous year Gl1II\t Received; 20% match
3. 1/1 402 PROGRAM - REPEAT OFFENDERS, INTOXICATED Received in previous year If solicited by DPS, SCOOT will apply for funding in FY 05
DRIVERS
4. 2/1 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - RESEARCH AND DATA Not eligible Gl1II\t does not meet goals or objectives of SCOOT
ACQUISITION
5. 1/1 SAFETY GRANT FOR MEDIAN CABLE GUARDRAILS AND Received in previous year Not available - GI1II\ts were received in 2002, 2003, and 2004. All funds were spent and work
RAISED PAVEMENT MARKINGS completed. No more matching funds available for this JUlInt.
6. 2/10 ITS INTEGRAnON COMPONENT OF THE ITS Not eligible Not available - Funding for ITS grants has been earmarked in congressional budgeting South Carolina
DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM receives fundin~ for ITS throu~ earmarked le~islation by the congressional dele~ation in its bud~et.
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ENVIRONMENTAL GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGIBILITY STATUS
1. 1/2 WETLANDS PROTECTION - PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANT Not eligible Not in Region 4
2. 1/4 WETLANDS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor· S25,000.00
1 1/6 WETLANDS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANT GUIDELINES Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor - SII,OOO.OO
4. 1/7 RESOURCE CONSERVATION FUNDS 2004 CONSOLIDATION Not eligible Not in Region 4
SOLICITATION
5. 1110 REGIONAL GEOGRAPHIC INITIATIVE PROJECTS Not eligible Not in Region 4
6. 1/12 RESOURCE CONSERVATION FUNDS Not eligible This grant is ofextremely limited benefit to SCDOT; grant does not fund construction or
construction planoin~.
7. 1/13 STATE ENERGY PROGRAM (SEP) SPECIAL PROJECTS Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor -S
8. 1/15 FOCUSED RESEARCH IN FEDERAL LANDS ACCESS AND PRODUCED Not eligible Not related to SCDOT mission and objectives
WATER MANAGEMENT IN OIL AND GAS EXPLORAnON AND
PRODUCTION
9. 1/26 POLLUTION PREVENTION GRANTS PROGRAM Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor- S20,OOO.00
10. 1/27 WATER POLLUTION CONTROL - STATE AND INTERSTATE Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor· $60,000.00
PROGRAM SUPPORT
11. 1/28 COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRAnON AWARDS Not eligible Only Coastal Zone Management can apply
GRANT
12. 1/29 NAnONAL COASTAL WETLAND CONSERVAnON GRANT Not eligible Only Coastal Zone Management can apply
PROGRAM
Il 2/31 WETLAND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANT Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor - S25,000.00
14. 2/12 SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR 2004 GRANT Possible Possible grant opportunity - Award Floor· SI,OOO - 50% match
GUIDELINES
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MAINTENANCE OFFICE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGmILITY STATUS
I. 1130 VOLUNTARY DIESEL RETROFIT PROGRAM TECHNOLOGY Not eligible SCOOT does not meet the criteria for this grant
DEMONSTRATION ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS TO BENEFIT
SENSITIVE POPULATIONS
2. 1/31 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION Possible The SCOOT is eligible to apply for a grant as are any States' agencies, public or private universities,
businesses, or individuals. As indicated in the description of the program, the grants are for research in
almost any area that "improves the quality of life and the economic strength of the Nation." The money
can be used to cover the cost ofactually conducting the research but not for technical assistance,
product development, marketing, and similar uses.
The Department's Research Unit administers the SPR-Part 11 Research Program funded by the FHWA.
Most studies are conducted by one of the in-state universities. These studies are applied research based
on needs and are conducted under contract with very specific objectives relevant to some area of the
Departments work. This allows the Department to guide the research to ensure our problems are
addressed and our needs are met in as timely amanner as possible. We do not pursue NSF grants for the
studies included in the SPR Program since the Department is not conducting the studies. Furthermore,
objectives ofan SPR research project are focused on our specific problems and needs in aparticular
area and time is usually an issue.
3. V33 PESTICIDE SAFETY PROGRAM FOR AGRICULTURAL Not eligible Not eligible - grant is not available for right-of-way work.
WORKERS, PESTICIDE HANDLERS AND HEALTH PROVIDERS
4. 2/8 NATIONAL SCENIC BYWAYS GRANT APPLICATION: FY 2005 Received in previous years SCOOT applies every year. FY 04 SCOOT applied and received $3.5 million under this grant
NATIONAL SCENIC BYWAYS PROGRAM Normally, SCOOT only administers local competition for these funds. FY 2005 does not have any
earmarks at this time.
5. VII DISCRETIONARY MAINTENANCE FUNDING Received in previous years SCOOT applied every year.
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TRAINING OFFICE GRANTS OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGIBILITY STATUS
1. 1/3 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Not eligible Restricted to Indian development programs
2. 1/8 RESEARCH APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS WITH Not eligible Restricted to program located in Triangle Park, NC
DISABILITIES
3. Illl COURSE, CURRICULUM AND LABORATORY IMPROVEMENTS Possibility Possible opportunity to partner with minority institution
4. 1/14 ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE Not eligible Restricted to Minority Institution programs
PROGRAM
5. 2/15 EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION EVALUATIONS Possibility Possible future grant opportunity
6. 2/16 HlGHWAYTRAINING AND EDUCATION Possibility Possible employee training opportunity
7. 2/21 INTERAGENCY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PUBLIC SECTOR Possibility Possible future grant opportunity
TRAINING AND PLANNING GRANTS
8. 2/29 HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITY - Not eligible Restricted to black colleges and universities
ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
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BRIDGE DESIGN OFFICE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGIBILITY STATUS
I. 2/7. 'II IBRC - INNOVATIVE BRIGDE RESEARCH Received in previous year Apply each year with at least 2grant proposals for researching different construction techniques or materials. Funded
CONSTRUCION GRANTS/ INNOVATIVE in FY 1998 through FY 2003 with an extension until April 2004.
BRIDGE RESEARCH AND
CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM - TEA 21
2. 2/4 DISCRETIONARY BRIDGE FUNDING Received in previous year Apply each year· Congressionally earmarked funds· Congress funded in FY 2004 the Cooper River Bridge
PROGRAM Replacement Proiect for $1,250,000
3. 2/22 WOOD IN TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM Not eligible Not economically feasible - 50% match reQuirement
4. 2/24 BRIDGE ALTERATIONS Received in previous year Coast Guard previously authorized Limehouse Bridge - possible future grant opportunity - currently being reviewed
by the Promm Development Office (ROQue Kneece)
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FY 2005 MASS TRANSIT GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
INDEX NAME OF GRANT STATUS ELIGIBILITIY STATUS
I. 2125 FfASection 5303 Grant - Federal Transit - Metropolitan Planning Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - Federal share is 80"10 and the local share is 200/.. SCDOT
Grant provides 10"/0 match, ifavailable to assist with the non-federal share.
2.
'I, FfASection 5307 Grant -Small Urbanized Area Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - Federal share is not to exceed 80% ofthe net project cost.Federal share may be 90% for the cost of the vehicle-related equipment attributable to compliance with ADA and
Clean Air Act.
1
",
ITASection 5309 Grant - Statewide buses and bus facilities Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - Federal share 80%, local share 20%
4. I/, ITASection 5310 Grant - Elderly and Disabled Person Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - Federal share 80% and local share 20%. SCDOT applied forduns on behalfoflocal private non-profit agencies and certain public bodies.
5. 1120 ITASection 5311 Grant - Formula Grants for Other than Urbanized Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - maximum Federal share for capital and project administration is
Areas 80%; maximum Federal share for operating assistance is 50% for the net operating costs; local share is 50%.
6. Ifl ITASection 5311(b)(2) Grant - Rule Transit Assistance Program Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - received as part ofSection 5311 -10% of 53 II is allocated to(RTAP) training which is included in application.
7. 2/18 ITA Section 5312 a Grant - Federal Transit Technical Assistance Noteli~ble No funding available and no components to comply with grant criteria
8. 1/22 FfA Section 5312 c - Federal Transit Managerial Training Noteli~ble Don not Qualify for funding
9. 1/19 ITASection 5313 Grant - State Planning & Research Received in previous year Applv annuallv for grant - Funds earmarked in FR - Federal share is 80% and local share is 20%
10. 1124 ITA Section 5314 a - Transit Planning & Research Possible Possible future funding upon development ofSCDOT infrastructure to manage grant
II. 1/23 ITASection 5322 - Human Resource Programs Received in previous year Apply annually for grant - Funds earmarked in FR
12. III ITASection 3037 - Job Access & Reverse Commute Not eligible Not currently funded by ITA- Applied in 1998; received funding in 2000. Possibly will be an earmarked formula
grant in next highway bill.
Il 2/13 Funding Opportunities and Request for Application Under the Not eligible Not eligible for funding until all components ofinter city bus program met by South Carolina
Intercity Bus Security Grant Program
14. 2/17 High Speed Ground Transportation Noteli~ble No state match available - Formula grant reQUires matching funds.
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SCDOT
POTENTIAL REVENUE FOR POSSIBLE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
SCDOT OFFICE GRANT NAME FLOOR FUNDING RESTRICTIONS
POSSIBLITY
l.a. PLANNING TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS RESEARCH GRANTS $25,000 50"10 MATCHING FUNDS
b. VALUE PRICING PILOT PROGRAM NO FUNDING AT PRESENT- POSSIBLE GRANT IF
ALL EARMARKED ADDITIONAL FUNDING
ALLOCATED
c. PROTECTION, CLEARING AND STRAIGHTENING CHANNELS NOT ESTABLISHED NO MATCH REQUIREMENT
d. RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM NOT ESTABLISHED 20% MATCH
e. APPALACHIAN LOCAL ACCESS ROADSD $19,000 20"10 MATCH
f. APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT HIGHWAY SYSTEM DEPENDS ON PROJECT 20"10 MATCH
g. COLLABORATIVE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY NETWORK FOR $50,000 YES
SUSTAINABILITY
2.a. ENVIRONMENTAL WETLANDS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS $25,000 MATCH REQUIRED
b. WETLANDS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS GUIDELINES $11,000 MATCH REQUIRED
c. STATE ENERGY PROGRAM (SEP) SPECIAL PROJECTS NOT ESTABLISHED YES
d. POLLUTION PREVENTION GRANTS PROGRAM $20,000 NO MATCH
e. WATER POLLUTION CONTROL - STATE AND INTERSTATE $60,000 MATCH REQUIRED
PROGRAM SUPPORT
f. WETLAND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANT $25,000 NO MATCH
g. SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL HERITAGE CORRIDOR 2004 GRANT $1,000 50% MATCH
GUIDELINES
3.a. MAINTENANCE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION $5,000 YES
4.a. TRAINING COURSE, CURRICULUM AND LABORATORY IMPROVEMENTS NOT ESTABLISHED NO MATCH
b. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE $80,000 NO MATCH
PROGRAM
c. HIGHWAY TRAINING AND EDUCATION NOT ESTABLISHED NONE
d. INTERAGENCY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PUBLIC SECTOR $4,000 20"10 MATCH
TRAINING AND PLANNING GRANT
5.a. MASS TRANSIT 'FTA SECTION 5314(a)- TRANSIT PLANNING AND RESEARCH NOT ESTABLISHED COST SHARING
- ENCOURAGED
POTENTIAL REVENUE FOR POSSIBLE GRANT OPPORTUNITIES 5325,000
